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I NTRODUCTION
The Invisible Present
All of us can sense change — the reddening sky with dawn’s new light, the rising strength of lake
waves during a thunderstorm, and the changing seasons of plant flowering as temperature and
rain affect our landscapes. Some of us see longer-term events and remember that there was less
snow last winter or the fishing was better a couple of years ago. But it is the unusual person who
senses with any precision changes occurring over decades. At this time scale, we are inclined to
think the world is static, and we typically underestimate the degree of change that does occur.
Because we are unable directly to sense slow changes and because we are even more limited in
our abilities to interpret their cause-and-in effect relations, processes acting over decades are
hidden and reside in what I call the invisible present.
Magnuson, John J. “Long term Ecological Research and the Invisible Present.” Bioscience 40, (1990): 495-501.

Revealing the invisible present is the goal of the Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER)
program. Hundreds of scientists, working at more than two-dozen sites study phenomena
that unfold over decades (or longer). As this requires long-term continuity of effort,
funding for participating LTER sites comes through special mechanisms that allow for
activities to continue uninterrupted far beyond the typical three-year award. To receive
such funding, LTER sites and staff must agree to participate in a larger LTER Network,
with a commitment not only to producing excellent local science, but also to providing
support (largely in the form of shared data sets) for others to carry on the work, at other
places and in other times.
In addition to the regular review of individual LTER sites, every ten years NSF has
convened a review body to consider the LTER program as a whole. This position paper
was prepared in conjunction with the thirty-year review.
When the committee started its review, Joann Roskoski, the acting AD of the Directorate
for Biological Sciences, urged us to think big:
Don’t just examine LTER at 30, think about LTER at 100! Imagine what could be
learned from 100 years of LTER findings, then ask whether LTER at 30 is on track to
deliver the goals for LTER at 100.

That vision has guided my thinking about the current state of LTER, especially with
regard to data issues. In the section below, my consideration of today’s “data issues” will
largely be in the context of LTER@100 — that is, LTER sufficiently far in the future that
none of the LTER’s founding scientists, and few of today’s, will still be alive, much less
practicing research. Any value that LTER@30 provides for LTER@100 will come in the
form of published findings and shared long-term data sets.
The analysis in this position paper is confined to data issues related to secondary use
(also known as “third-party” use) — the use of data sets by individuals not associated
with their original collection. Because effective primary use of data is directly related to
the science being conducted at individual LTER sites and is well assessed as part of the
science review during sites’ individual competitive renewals, it is not considered here.
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D ATA I SSUES
Methods for the Review of Data Issues
To assess issues related to LTER support for the secondary-use of data, I visited the
LTER Network Office (LNO) and conducted extensive interviews with many LNO staff;
visited several individual LTER sites; interviewed several individual LTER site data
managers; interviewed several NSF staff; interacted directly with the LTERNET data
portal and with individual LTER site web sites to assess the availability, accessibility,
and usability of data sets; reviewed the literature on LTER data management; and
considered the state of data sharing and availability for the biological sciences in general.
Access to Data
Like any science, long-term ecological research depends upon access to high-quality
data. All fields have the need to collect, manage, and share data, but ecological research
is especially dependent upon historical data. If laboratory data are lost, one can, if
necessary, always repeat a laboratory experiment. But, if historical data are lost, they can
be lost forever — it is simply impossible to take yesterday’s measurement today. Even if
historical data are preserved, their meaning can be lost if they are not accompanied with
sufficient metadata — data about the data — to make them interpretable. Figure 1 shows
what happens over time to unmanaged, undocumented data. Irreversible degradation
inevitably occurs until finally there is no residual value left.

Figure 1 Example of the normal degradation in information content associated with data and metadata over
time (“information entropy”). Accidents or changes in storage technology (dashed line) may abruptly
eliminate access to remaining raw data and metadata at any time. (Figure taken from Michener et al., 1997)

Information entropy can only be resisted through active intervention. Initially the data
must be checked for quality, then appropriately annotated for future use. The data must
be stored on media resistant to degradation, and the state of the data must be checked
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periodically. Regular data migration to usable media (and formats) is required. QA/QC
activities must occur periodically. And, it is essential that the data be used, at least
occasionally. Without actual use, it is impossible to assess the data’s true fitness for use.
Michener et al. (p. 333) note that all of this is neither easy, nor cheap:
Real costs are associated with editing data and metadata and making them available to the
scientific community in hard-copy or electronic formats. Research grants and other
existing funding mechanisms are often insufficient to support development of a
comprehensive set of metadata.

Furthermore, if the goal is to make the data available essentially in perpetuity, who
should bear the long-term responsibility for hosting, managing, and providing the data
after the funded project is completed? Clearly it cannot be the original researcher, if the
LTER@100 goal is to make data available not only beyond the end of the funded project,
but also beyond the life-span of individual scientists or even of individual institutions.
From the perspective of LTER@100, truly long-term responsibility for data management
must reside with some third-party, for by definition it cannot be done by the original
scientist.1
It is well known that the complexity (and associated costs) for managing data to meet the
needs of every user will be far greater than that required by any one user. Trying to
balance utility versus cost is a constant challenge for data managers, who frequently find
themselves dealing with a Goldilocks Effect, where some users consider their efforts
inadequate, others find them excessive, and only a few judge them to be just right. This is
captured in Figure 2, derived from the Michener et al. paper.
Level

Planned use

III

Publishable &
auditable

Inadequate

Minimal

Good Practice

II

Searchable &
third party
reuse

Minimal

Good Practice

Excessive

I

Exchange with
expert
colleague

Good Practice

Excessive

Excessive

Low

Medium

High

Free format, ASCII,
narrative, or hard copy

Mixed format, partially
parameterized

Fixed format, highly
parameterized, selfdocumenting and
automatically parsable.

Amount of Structure
(Level of effort)

Figure 2 The degree of metadata format and structure necessary for different levels of projected secondary
data utilization. (Figure taken from Michener et al., 1997)
1 Nor is it reasonable to expect that original grantee institution would maintain the data, unless that were made a

formal condition of the award (which might require that LTER awards be made as contracts, or cooperative
agreements). Even then, it is difficult to see how institutions could reasonably be expected to incur unfunded costs
forever, just because they once received an LTER award.
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Note that the Goldilocks Effect will be most pronounced for systems exhibiting the
medium level of structure. Those at the low end will hear of satisfaction from Level I
users, but complaints of inadequacy from all others. Those at the high end will hear of
satisfaction from Level III users, but may experience complaints of technical overkill
from the rest. If, however, the high end is deployed with sufficient attention to ease of use
and simplicity in the interface, tremendous complexity may be hidden beneath the surface
and yet elicit few complaints of overkill. This might be called the iPod Effect.
At the very beginning of LTER, the primary goal was to exchange data with expert
colleagues and the required data-management effort was correspondingly low. Today,
LTER is operating in the middle zone, where the data are searchable and available for
third-party use (but are not yet quite ready for seriously demanding third-party use). To
achieve the vision for LTER@100 and support Level III users, LTER data-management
practices will have to move to the far right of the diagram. Already LTER data
management is experiencing the Goldilocks Effect. Each of the following statements
reflects a sentiment that I have encountered during the preparation of this paper:
I. I don’t understand why the data managers always want to build some big,
complicated system, when all that is really needed is that the data be available. It’s
like they just want to build computer stuff, without regard for the actual science.
II. Many databases are online; however, choosing the best ones can be a difficult task.
We found the LTER sites to be the best for downloading and interpreting data.
These sites contain a plethora of data from many different types of ecosystems.
LTER’s various sites share a common goal of promoting ecological science by
fostering the synergy of information systems and scientific research.
III. Aggregating LTER data for a real, large-scale comparative study is difficult and
tedious. There are too many manual steps and even then the data may turn out not to
be truly comparable for a variety of reasons. It’s like they think that just putting
files on a web server is enough, without regard for the scientific and computational
effort necessary to actually use the files.
Note that these attitudes reflect exactly what would be expected when a Level I, Level II,
or Level III user encountered present, medium-effort LTER data systems.
While readily supporting Level III secondary use may be a goal for LTER@100, it is
important to note that providing true Level III support is complicated, difficult, and
expensive. Many authors have held up DNA-sequence databases as exemplars towards
which ecoinformatics should strive. Before attempting to commit ecology and LTER to
this path, we should recognize the massive effort that has gone into making DNAsequence databases so effective. Sequence data are served world-wide from three primary
sources, GenBank (in the US), EMBL (in Europe), and DDBJ (in Japan). Combined, the
current and past budgets for these three resources far exceeds $500,000,000. These
numbers include only the costs to collect, manage, and serve the data. They do not
include any of the costs associated with producing the data. All three are (at least in part)
government-funded entities, with large permanent staffs.
These budgets can be justified because access to aggregated sequence data fuels not only
current basic research, but also practical work in agriculture, energy, engineering, and
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medicine. The demand for sequence-data services is high, and their on-line resources
provide downloads to millions of individual users daily. New data flow into them at great
and ever-increasing speed — every ten days more data are added to GenBank than were
added in the first ten years.2
From the perspective of LTER@100, it will be important to answer the question, how
much will be enough? What functionality will be sufficient to accomplish reasonable
scientific goals, while cost-effective enough to be practicable?
With IT technical cost-effectiveness still improving according to Moore’s Law, we can
expect that substantially more sophisticated systems than are currently available will be
practically implementable for LTER@100. Even if current technology is inadequate,
future innovations may provide a path forward.
A 2010 paper by Peters (included as an appendix) offers a vision of maximally useful
ecological data that begins with original observations, then flows through a series of
processing steps that transform the source data to integrated data and then into derived
data products, that ultimately support interpretations. A key to achieving that vision will
be moving beyond integrated data and on to derived data products. Another key is
recognizing that useful data can come from a variety of sources, not just LTER, and that
the aggregation and derivation steps are also not necessarily restricted to LTER. Figure 3
(taken from Peters, 2010) illustrates the steps in this future process. Note that this
presentation outlines an ideal state for what should be done, without offering suggestions
regarding who should do it, or where it should be housed. A critical open question is, who
should provide the infrastructure necessary to house, manage, and serve the repositories
of integrated data and derived data products.
This is a challenge for all science, not just LTER. Repositories for persistent nucleotide
sequence data exist in GenBank, DDBJ, and EMBL, but these are very large, very
expensive government entities that cannot readily be replicated for other fields. Popular
culture offers the model of crowd-source-managed repositories, such as YouTube, but
these can also be stunningly expensive to own and operate. In 2006, Google purchased
YouTube for $1.65 billion and current estimates (Google does not provide details) of
YouTube annual operating costs are in the vicinity of $500,000,000.
In short, determining how to host and manage the world’s accumulating scientific data is
currently a great, and as yet, unsolved problem.
2 In addition to practical budget concerns, there are other reasons why the sequence databases are in fact poor

models for other fields to emulate. From a Kuhnian perspective, accumulating DNA sequences is a perfect
example of normal science, or what has been called puzzle-solving or fill-in-the-blanks science. With the Watson
Crick model, we learned the physical-chemical structure of DNA and now we are just collecting millions of
instances of sequences. The data of interest occur as just one type and there are well-established algorithms for
manipulating the data. Other fields are collecting data that fall more into the Kuhnian pre-paradigm model where
the boundaries between known and unknown are fuzzier and where the need for complicated metadata is great. To
understand the data management needs of LTER@100, imagine what a database of information on the chemical
nature of the gene would have been like in 1950, before Watson and Crick provided the actual structure. Some
believed that the gene must be made of proteins, some considered that it might consist of DNA, while others
argued that DNA had a simple-minded repetitive tetranucleotide structure that could not possibly encode
information. In this confusion, some attempted descriptions of the necessary chemical structure of the gene —
aperiodic crystals — invoked terms that were more metaphysical than scientific. Building a large, scalable
database to support the needs of Kuhnian normal science is hard. Building a database to support the needs of
discovery science — e.g., long-term ecological research — is much harder.
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Figure 3. Peters’ vision (Peters, 2010) for a future flow of alternating, value-adding processing steps and
repositories to transform raw observations into integrated data and then into derived data products,
ultimately yielding information useful for secondary-use ecological research, policy making, and other
valuable activities.
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Data Sharing
Data Sharing is Not a Natural State
Data Sharing — Not a New Problem
[Isaac] Newton ... clashed with the Astronomer Royal, John Flamsteed, who had earlier provided
Newton with much needed data for Principia, but was now withholding information that Newton
wanted. Newton would not take no for an answer; he had himself appointed to the governing
body of the Royal Observatory and then tried to force immediate publication of the data.
Eventually he arranged for Flamsteed’s work to be seized and prepared for publication by
Flamsteed’s mortal enemy, Edmond Halley. But Flamsteed took the case to court and, in the nick
if time, won a court order preventing distribution of the stolen work. Newton was incensed and
sought his revenge by systematically deleting all references to Flamsteed in later editions of
Principia.
Hawking, Stephen W. 1988. A Brief History of Time. New York: Bantam Books. p. 181

There are social as well as technical problems associated with data sharing. In other
scientific communities (e.g., genome research), establishing a culture of data sharing
required active social-engineering efforts on the part of database staff, publishers,
funding agencies, and community leaders. At first, researchers did not actively share their
data — GenBank staff manually copied the data out of published papers. As sequencing
increased, GenBank began to fall significantly behind the published literature. The
solution was a combination of technical and social engineering, involving the direct
submission of data from the researcher to the database, in a format that could be
automatically accessioned by the database. This required a technical solution (standard
data formats had to be developed and a tool made available to the researcher to facilitate
the creation of a direct submission) and a social solution (the researchers had to be
motivated to take the effort to submit the data).
IntelliGenetics, Inc., (the company then holding the prime contract for GenBank) and
staff at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (the site holding the content-creation portion
of the GenBank contract) developed AuthorIn, a software package that allowed
researchers to submit data directly to GenBank. This solved the technical problem. As
sequencing technology improved and researchers produced longer sequences, the idea of
printing them verbatim in journal articles became untenable. Many journals adopted the
policy that they would (a) no longer print sequences in the journal and (b) only accept a
sequence-related paper for publication if the authors could demonstrate that the relevant
sequence data had already been submitted to GenBank. This addressed the motivation
issue.
Choosing not to print sequences was a natural, self-interested choice for publishers
wishing to reduce printing costs, but many saw the submission-before-publication
requirement as problematic: “If I implement this policy, but Journal X does not, some of
the best scientists may choose only to publish in Journal X, because they do not like
having to comply with the data-submission policy.” Several journals did not
spontaneously adopt the data-submission requirement, and some journal editors had to be
lobbied vigorously and for some time before finally agreeing to a formal policy.
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Other fields have seen similar problems overcome through active social engineering. The
simple fact is, data sharing is not a natural condition. Much effort is put into producing a
data set and most researchers are loathe to part with their data. After all, data are the raw
material out of which scientific discovery, and thus scientific careers, are made. A
frequently expressed concern is, “I don’t want to share my data and then have someone
else make a major discovery out of my data.”3
The problem is exacerbated if researchers are expected to devote significant additional
effort to making their data available to others. As Michener et al. (1997) have noted,
“Although increasing metadata structure (i.e., format definition) reduces the burden on
data re-users, it significantly increases the burden on the data originator.”
The problem is so common in modern science that the journal Nature had data sharing as
the theme its 10 September 2009 issue. This illustrates that there is nothing special about
data-sharing problems in long-term ecological research. The problem is pervasive and
can only be resolved through active intervention, especially by funding agencies and
publishers. An editorial in that special issue — Data’s Shameful Neglect — is important
and highly relevant to LTER data issues and is reprinted on page 9.
Scientific Careers are based on Discovery, not Service
The Measure of Scientific Success
Fail to discover, and you are little or nothing in the culture of science, no matter how much you
learn and write about science [nor how much you do in the service4 of science]. Scholars in the
humanities also make discoveries, of course, but their most original and valuable scholarship is
usually the interpretation and explanation of already existing knowledge. When a scientist begins
to sort out knowledge in order to sift for meaning, and especially when he carries that knowledge
outside the circle of discoverers, he is classified as a scholar in the humanities. Without scientific
discoveries of his own, he may be a veritable archangel among intellectuals, his broad wings
spread about science, and still not be in the circle. The true and final test of a scientific career is
how well the following declarative sentence can be completed: He (or she) discovered that…
Edward O. Wilson. 1998. Consilience. New York: Alfred A. Knopf. p 56

Although data sharing may have become of critical importance for science, it is still not a
natural component of the scientific enterprise. This is not because of any inherent
selfishness on the part of scientists, but because successful scientific careers are measured
by discovery, and little else.

3 This concern is especially strong, if the data were collected as part of a research project, in which success would

be measured by discoveries made, not data shared. When the human genome project went into final-stretch mode,
many large-scale sequencing centers were funded with the express goal of producing bulk sequence that would be
shared immediately and interpreted by others. This kind of purely data-driven (as opposed to hypothesis-driven)
effort is rare in science.
4 Several years ago, at a meeting of the International Advisory Committee to the International Nucleotide Sequence
Databases (the committee of scientists that collectively advise GenBank, DDBJ, and EMBL) a member of the
database staff (who happened to hold a PhD in biology), started to make a point by saying “As a scientist myself,
I…” when he was interrupted by a European member of the committee, who announced in a booming voice, “You
are not a scientist, you are a servant of science!”
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Figure 4 Data’s Shameful Neglect, an editorial reprinted from the 10 September 2009
issue of Nature.
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Wilson’s observations about discovery being the only measure of a scientific career are
especially relevant to data-sharing. To the extent that data-sharing is seen as a service
function, it is not directly related to personal discovery and thus does not contribute to
enhancing a scientist’s career. This is a simple fact that cannot be wished away. To get
scientists to become more actively involved in the creation and sharing of data sets for
secondary use, appropriate incentives for “good” behavior must be put in place (perhaps
augmented by appropriate disincentives for bad behavior). This is best done by creating
an environment where data-sharing actions (or inactions) have clear consequences.5
Given that the desired behavior — active engagement in data sharing — is not a natural
part of the scientific process, the incentives must come from outside the immediate
scientific community, with funding agencies the best placed source of such incentives.6
This is why it is so important for NSF to increase the importance of informatics in its
assessment and review of LTER activities (cf. the discussion below of recommendations
from the 20-year review).
Data Sharing Challenges for Long-Term Ecological Research
Metadata are Essential
The most important reason to invest time and energy in developing a metadata is that human
memory is short. If data are to undergo any secondary usage, then adequate metadata will be
required even if that secondary usage consists of reuse by the data originator.
Michener et al., 1997. Nongeospatial Metadata for the Ecological Sciences. Ecological Applications, 7: 330-342.

It is not enough to simply make raw data available for others to use. The data must be
sufficiently documented, i.e., accompanied with metadata, to make them interpretable
and valuable by someone with no first-hand knowledge of how or why the data were
collected. This requires substantial effort on the part of scientists, not just on the part of
IT staff. To motivate such behavior, funding agencies must put in place appropriate
incentives (and disincentives). They must also make it possible for researchers to share
data, by creating tools to facilitate data sharing and by supporting repositories where
shared data may be housed.
In the sequence community, this was accomplished by making available data-submission
tools (e.g., AuthorIn, later Sequin and Bankit) and data repositories (GenBank). Similar
tools and services will be required, if widespread data sharing is to occur in the long-term
ecological research community. The adequacy of current LTER activities will be
explored below.
5 As any parent knows, no amount of moral exhortation is as effective in getting one child to share fairly the last

piece of cake as is the simple rule, “one cuts, the other chooses.” When the first child grasps the consequences of
his action (an unequal slicing of the cake will result in his getting the smaller piece), he divides the piece with
microtome-like precision. In management speak, this involves structuring the reward system to ensure the
alignment of incentives.
6 Journals are another potential source of leverage. The two primary rewards in a scientific career are (1) receiving
research funding and (2) being published in a reputable journal. The fact that these rewards come from outside the
institution in which researchers are employed creates an odd dynamic, not unlike the issues associated with the
third-party-payer dynamic in American medicine. This is too wide-ranging and two complicated a subject to
explore here, except to note that funding agencies and scientific publishers play huge roles in rewarding the
behavior, and thus in shaping the behavior of scientists. In general, the policies of funding agencies and publishers
have a substantially greater effect on scientists’ behavior than do the policies of their home institutions.
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20- YEAR R EVIEW

The full text for all of the recommendations from the 20-year review of LTER are
provided in Appendix I. Several of those recommendations were, either in whole or in
part, relevant to achieving the data goals for LTER. The data-relevant components of the
recommendations are presented below, along with comments on the extent to which these
recommendations have been achieved in the intervening ten years. The recommendations
are grouped by target, that is, by whether they were primarily aimed at NSF, at LTER, or
at both together.
NSF Should:
(9) revise proposal guidelines and review criteria to provide greater balance between
site-specific and cross-site activities.7
In the 20-year review document, it was asserted that accountabilities and their
approximate weighting for LTER site renewal proposals and site visits were
-

site-specific research, 50%;

-

site-specific information management, 20%;

-

site-specific management and governance, 10%;

-

cross-site activities, synthesis, outreach, 10%; and

-

network-level activities, 10%.

and on that basis, the 20-year review called for greater balance between sitespecific and cross-site activities.
Assuming 20% effort on data management and 20% effort on cross-site and
network activities, there is 4% effort on cross-site data-management activities.
Further assuming an average of 1.5 data-management FTEs at a typical LTER site,
there is approximately 0.06 FTEs dedicated to cross-site data-management
activities. That’s less than a half hour per day, raising the reasonable question,
“Just how much cross-site data-management work can get done, if 26 people every
day devote half their lunch hour to the project?” The answer, obviously, is not
much. The fact that a great deal of cross-site data-management has historically
gotten done, despite these numbers, shows that in the past many site-based
informatics staff have devoted far more time to cross-site data-management issues
than would be justified based on the review criteria cited in the 20-year review.
Representatives of NSF have stated that these specific percentages are no longer in
use, having been replaced with a less quantitative approach.8 Removing explicit
7 A discussion of this recommendation is included in the data-issues section because support for secondary-use of

data is a type of cross-site activity.
8 The 2011 renewal proposal guidelines provided by NSF to LTER sites reads:

The primary review criterion will be scientific merit (NSF’s Criterion 1). Information management and
technology, site management (including personnel, fiscal, administrative, institutional and logistical issues),
network participation (including cross-site, non-LTER, or international research, and involvement in other
network activities) and outreach/education (training of undergraduate and graduate students, K-12 Schoolyard,
application of results to policy and management, etc.) are also important aspects of all LTER projects that will be
addressed during the review. Each of these five criteria are evaluated with respect to quality, productivity and
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quantification, however, does not necessarily change the established perceptions of
grantees and reviewers.
Only one competition for new LTER sites (for coastal ecosystems) has occurred
since the recommendations of the 20-year review committee. In that solicitation
(NSF 03-599), there was some emphasis on cross-site activities, but certainly not
on a par with the focus on local site excellence. One sentence in the narrative
instructions of the solicitation reads, “Outline any regionalization, cross-site, or
other collaborative efforts involving the LTER network that are planned if they are
not part of your core program (network activities).” A reasonable interpretation of
the word any in this context is that such activities are optional, not mandatory. A
more injunctive sentence, would read, “If they have not been included as part of
your core program (network activities), describe your regionalization, cross-site, or
other collaborative efforts involving the LTER network here.”
Conclusion: if NSF desires more cross-site efforts from the LTER network, then
more explicit guidance from NSF is still needed. And, the guidance must have
teeth — e.g., inadequate network participation will result in loss of funding,
regardless of how good the local science.
(11) increase the importance of informatics in its assessment and review of LTER
activities
Using the coastal-ecosystems solicitation and the 2011 renewal guidelines as
references, we see that proposals may contain up to 35 pages (narrative plus
figures) describing the proposed science and up to 4 pages (narrative plus figures)
describing the “data and information management system and metadata standards
to be used”. If space allocations reflect importance, then this 10-15% allocation
matches the historical emphasis on data management that has been in place since
the beginning of the program.
Conclusion: if NSF desires more data-management and data-sharing efforts from
the LTER network, then more explicit guidance (with teeth) from NSF is still
needed.
(11) support the informatics core function at a level sufficient to achieve the LTER
program’s informatics objectives in an aggressive timeframe.
On the one hand, this is simply a call for more funding and, as such, is
indistinguishable from such a plea from any scientific field. On the other hand, it is
a call to match program spending with program goals. That is, if informatics is to
become of much greater significance in LTER, and if this is to happen on an
aggressive time frame, then aggressive allocation of appropriate resources will be
required. If aggressive allocation of resources cannot be done, then the goal of
significant change on an aggressive timeline must be appropriately modified.
The last ten years have been difficult ones for federal funding of research, with
success rates in many programs falling to historical lows. As a result, it is not
impact. Research both within and across sites essentially comprises Criterion 1. The “education and outreach”
portion is essentially Criterion 2. IM and site management (including non-research aspects of network
participation) are part of the review criteria for all NSF Centers, including LTER.
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surprising that NSF was unable to respond immediately with aggressive spending
for LTER informatics. However, NSF did take advantage of the recent, one-time
ARRA funding and has used that to provide a substantial informatics supplement
to the LTER network office. Thus, this recommendation was ultimately followed,
albeit on a better-late-than-never schedule. As will be seen below, however, some
additional funding would still be very helpful in achieving even more significant,
network-wide improvements.
(27) (a) allocate two program officers to administer LTER, with a permanent one in
charge of the program and (b) establish a formal, cross-directorate committee of
program officers should be established to coordinate LTER funding and program
management.
Although NSF has established a cross-directorate committee to coordinate LTER
activities, the goal of having a permanent staffer in charge of overall LTER
activities has not been achieved. LTER has seen several recent changes in program
staff. This is problematic for a program that is expected to span decades, and it is
especially problematic for data sharing, where the goals transcend individual
awards and may take many years of coordinated effort to deliver success.
Conclusion: To ensure stability and continuity in LTER operations, especially in
the area of data management, NSF should take steps to minimize the turnover of
program staff assigned to LTER.
LTER Should:
(2) become information-driven.
The full context for this recommendation is that, “LTER science be
multidisciplinary, multi-dimensional, scalable, information driven, predictive and
model based, education oriented, and increasingly virtual and global.” Progress in
LTER science over the last decade has followed these recommendations. The field
is substantially more interdisciplinary and technology has made it more scalable
and information driven.
(10) establish informatics as a core function by implementing a systemic information
infrastructure.
Since the recommendations were made, LTER has adopted EML9 (ecological
metadata language) as a standard for documenting LTER data sets. Until recently,
resources were not available to pursue the development of a true “systemic
information infrastructure”. However, the current ARRA funding to the network
office has allowed a significant effort to get underway to develop and deploy an
LTER information infrastructure, based on a Provenance Aware Synthesis
Tracking Architecture (PASTA). PASTA is designed to dynamically harvest and
archive site-based data and metadata and to use that harvested information to
produce synthetically derived data products. These derived data products will then
be available through multiple user and machine interfaces, with all derived data
described by an associated rich and structured EML document (which will
9 http://knb.ecoinformatics.org/software/eml/
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emphasize the product processing history and its origin – hence the notion of being
provenance-aware).
Although the development of a systemic information infrastructure was called for
ten years ago, funds to pursue this goal just recently became available and the
effort to meet the goal is still a work in progress. As will be explained later, there
are still some significant unmet opportunities that could usefully be pursued.
(14) provide a virtual portal to its legacy data.
In the narrative portion of the 20-year review, it was also noted: “[T]he
development and adoption of a single network approach to metadata would allow
researchers to search across the entire set of LTER data holdings, rather than site
by site. With a common … metadata format, it would be possible for the network
to develop a single gateway, allowing users to search across all LTER data
holdings by directing a single query to a single site.”
This recommendation has been met. The current LTERNET data portal page
aggregates EML-conformant metadata from all LTER sites and allows users to
“search across all LTER data holdings by directing a single query to a single site.”
However, the query only immediately returns information about the existence of
available data. Links on to the individual LTER site web pages are often required
to access the actual data. The new PASTA system, currently being developed with
ARRA funding, will go beyond this and actively harvest shared data, making them
available through a single site.
Together, NSF and LTER Should:
(20) tie LTER’s goals and objectives to a realistic budget.
Tying goals and objectives to a realistic budget means that either the budget must
be increased to match the goals, or the goals decreased to match the budget (or
some combination). In LTER, as in most grant-funded science, the goals are
substantially more ambitious than the budget seems capable of supporting.
For purely scientific activities, this mismatch between budgets and expectations is
good (or at least not bad), as truly important science is almost always
opportunistic, never quite following in detail plans laid out in the past. The budget
mismatch then keeps scientists focused on following only the most promising
scientific paths. And, funding-agency program officers are, for the most part,
aware that they are overseeing a portfolio of research activities and that success for
the portfolio occurs if enough (not necessarily all) of the funded projects yield
important results.
For infrastructure activities, however, this is a problem. Infrastructure is invisible
when it is successful, becoming visible only when it attracts (negative) attention
for some shortcoming.10 Standard advice in formal project management is:

10 No one ever started a conversation with, “You know, our drinking water sure tastes pure today,” but many are

quick to note, “This water tastes funny,” if they are unhappy with water quality.
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Success is measured by the ratio of deliverables over expectations. All competent project
managers manage deliverables up. Experienced project managers know that they must also
take care to manage expectations down.

In the infrastructure components of the LTER program (and that is certainly where
most data sharing activities reside), it is crucially important that expectations be
managed down to reasonable levels while managing deliverables up. It may be
nice to have vaultingly high ambitions for the data-sharing component of LTER,
but if that is not matched with equivalently high budgets, the results will be
frustration and perceived failure, regardless of how much is actually delivered.
In this review of data issues associated with LTER, some significant mismatches
between ambition and resources have been detected. Going forward, both NSF and
LTER staff (especially in the Network Office) should take care that datamanagement expectations are in fact in line with data-management budgets.

F INDINGS

ON THE

S TATE

OF

LTER D ATA

Overview
The short version of my findings is
There is a substantial amount of LTER data available,
The data can sometimes be difficult to find and use, and
The current problems are not unexpected, given the size of the challenge, the
limits of current technology, and the resources available.
Significant opportunities for improvement exist.
The Purpose and the Challenge of Long-Term Data
The LTER program was created to allow the study of long-term phenomena that could
not be studied effectively over the course of a typical three- or five-year funded project.
The mechanism of LTER funding provides the stability needed to address the problems
of the invisible present. “Long-term” is, of course, a relative term, since it could apply to
anything spanning decades, centuries, or millennia. The LTER 30-year review committee
was encouraged to think about LTER at 100, so I will employ that time frame here.
If the work of LTER today is to contribute to insights on phenomena spanning multiple
decades, or even centuries, it will more likely be from archived data than from the
published literature. Thus, the creation and sharing of long-term data sets is clearly an
essential part, a sine qua non, of the LTER program.11
11 Does this suggest that there may be some problems with the priorities in the LTER program, where review and

assessment gives more weight to current, site-specific science than to long-term data collection? The answer is no,
because knowledge, like any other asset, exhibits time value (the present value of an asset must be discounted, if
the asset will not be received until some point in the future). For example, anyone should be willing to pay $20
today to receive $20 today (e.g., giving two ten-dollar bills for a twenty), but what should someone be willing to
pay today to receive $20 in the future? Calculating the present value of a future asset is a standard approach used
by economists and it depends upon an estimate of the appropriate discount rate, which is more or less equivalent to
the estimated average rate of return available over the time period. For example, assuming a 5% discount rate, a
rational person should be willing to pay $19 to receive $20 next year, but only willing to pay fifteen cents for the
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Such long-term data sets will be valuable only if they are:
available: the data must collected and then stored in a way that they can be
retrieved for future use,
locatable: archived data sets that cannot be found are of the same value as data
sets that never existed,
accessible: the data set must be accessible after it is located (a data set stored on
obsolete media can be little better than lost data),
understandable: the data must be sufficiently well documented so that they can be
used sensibly; for example, to compare average daily temperatures across
multiple data sets one must know how the averages were calculated — as
weighted averages across minute-by-minute measurements (as can readily be
done with today’s instruments) or as the half-way point between the daily
maximum and minimum (as was the only possible with max-min thermometers),
and
usable: to be truly usable, data sets should be automatically parsable, meaning
that it should be easy for software to manipulate unambiguously the individual
components of the data set.12
Historical Context
With the current ubiquity of computing and networked information, it is easy to forget
how recently this information-everywhere phenomenon has occurred. When considering
the state of LTER data management we must take care to place past LTER datamanagement activities in their proper historical context.
For example, LTER was first funded in 1980, before WIFI, before the internet, before
generic email, even before the first IBM PC. When LTER started, GenBank did not exist.
When Amazon sold its first book and when Microsoft first shipped an operating system
with built-in support for networking, LTER was already fifteen years old. It was twenty
years old when the DOT-COM bubble popped.
Figure 5 illustrates some events in the history of technology in parallel with events in the
history of LTER.

right to receive $20 in 100 years. Similarly, if knowledge is not to be obtained for 100 years, its present value must
be appropriately discounted.
12 Anyone who has made significant efforts to combine and analyze data from multiple sources, even formally
operated sources such as public genome-map databases, knows that many hours of manual labor can be required to
get the data cleaned up and reformatted for the common analysis. The problems can be simple (converting units)
or complex (pulling structured data out of unstructured text), but the end result is often that several person-weeks
of effort may be required before the first analytical run can be attempted.
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Technology
1980
First IBM PC (808 8, floppies only)

First data-management workshop

First award to create a public GenBank
IBM PC XT (808 8, 10mB h ard drive)
IBM PC AT (802 86, 20mB hard drive)

Network office created @ Oregon State

NSFNET provides 56kbps connectivity
to supercomputer centers
Compaq ships first 80386 computer

Five new LTER sites funded
First LTER directory compiled

NSFNET upg raded to 1.5mbps

LTER technology guidelines established
LTER core data set catalog published

1990
NSFNET acceptable-use policy
permits limited commercial use

LTER-wide email first available

Mosaic (first www browser)
released by NCSA
Mosaic Netscape 0.9 relea sed

LTER Network Internet (gopher) server
LTER All-Site Bibliography online
LTER Core Data Set Catalog online
LTER Personnel Database online

NSFNET becomes the i nternet,
as NSF relinquishes con trol

LTER WWW server created

Windows 95 ships (the fi rst MS operating
System with built-in support for n etworking)

LTER n etwork office opens @ UNM

Windows 98 is first MS op erating
system to provide browser capability
(and the last based on MS DOS)

LNO establishes ties with
UCSD supercomputer facility

2000

DOT-CO M bubb le bursts
MS releases WinXP
Apple releases first iPod

NISAC (Network Information System
Advisory Committee ) is formed

Mac OS X 10 .0 first relea sed

LTER Coordinating Committee formally adopts
EML 2.0 as the LTER metadata standard

NSF Cybe rinfrastructure (Atkins) report

LTER Coordinating Committee approves
bylaws for the LTER Network

NSF Long-Lived Digital Da ta Collections report

LTER Coordinating Committee approves
LTER governance structure

MS Vista released
Apple releases first iPhone
NSF Cybe rinfrastructure Vision for 21st
Century Discovery report

LTER Cyberinfrastructure Strategic Plan

Network Office receives ARRA funding
for Cyberinfrastructure Development

MS Windows 7 released

2010

Apple releases first iPad

Figure 5. Events in the history of LTER compared with events in the history of technology.
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The Challenge
The challenge of successful data sharing in ecology was nicely outlined by Porter and
Callahan in 1994:
The success of ecology as a science depends on development of environmental databases.
No single individual is able to collect all the data needed to provide an integrated view of
complex ecological systems. Success of shared ecological databases depends on the
willingness of investigators and institutions to contribute and use data. However, there is
a fundamental dilemma embodied in database creation if benefits derived from shared
databases are larger for data users than for data providers. … This inequity, favoring
daily users over data contributors, is the fundamental dilemma facing investigator-based
environmental databases. It is not reasonable to expect scientists to act against their own
best career interests, even if ultimately their actions benefit the scientific community and
society in general. … Ecology and evolutionary biology stands virtually alone among the
environmental and environment-related sciences in the lack of some agency- or
community-mandated data archiving and data-sharing policy. … Long-Term ecological
Research (LTER) sites are conspicuous exception to the general lack of information
management policies in ecology and evolutionary biology. An early recognition that
long-term information management is a critical part of long-term research led to a
requirement by the National Science Foundation that each LTER site conduct an active
program of data management. NSF left the specific forms of information management
programs and policies to the discretion of researchers at individual sites.

Because this fundamental dilemma still exists today, data sharing will not occur if merely
left to high hopes and best intentions. Instead, solutions need to be designed and
implemented, with both technical and social engineering required. As noted earlier,
funding agencies and publishers must play a critical and active role in modifying
scientists’ behavior, because only they have the ability to modify some of the key
incentives that shape behavior.
Ecology, with LTER leading the way, has seen substantial improvements since Porter and
Callahan summarized the problem. Technology has reduced the burden on the providers
and social norms have changed to emphasize the expectation of sharing. In some fields
(most particularly DNA sequencing), publication is now sufficiently dependent upon the
pre-submission of data to a public archive that the motivation to publish now drives the
motivation to share data.13
According to Mark Costello (Costello, 2009) there is a crisis in the sharing of
environmental data: “Despite policies and calls for scientists to make data available, this
is not happening for most environmental- and biodiversity-related data because scientists’
concerns about these efforts have not been answered and initiatives to motivate scientists
to comply have been inadequate.” More recently, several efforts have been made to tie
publishing to data submission in ecology (Bruna, 2010; Moore, et al., 2010; Rauscher et
al., 2010; and Whitlock, 2011), although not yet to the extent seen in molecular biology.
Clearly, data sharing is still seen as a problem that is widespread across ecology and
evolutionary biology. Over its thirty-year existence, the LTER program has been
constantly evolving its approach to address the fundamental dilemma. At its inception
13 New entries flow into GenBank through direct submission from researchers at a rate in excess of 2500 new entries

per hour, every hour, twenty-four hours a day.
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LTER was the only major program in ecological research with data-management and
data-distribution policies. Throughout its existence, LTER has been a leader in
developing both policies and technologies in support of ecological data sharing.
Data Management in LTER
In the LTER program substantial efforts have been made to make environmental data sets
available for others to use. At present, more than 6000 individual data sets are cataloged
and locatable via the metacat catalog on the LTER main web site14 and the LTER
Network has adopted a formal data-release policy:15
Data and information derived from publicly funded research in the U.S. LTER Network,
totally or partially from LTER funds from NSF, Institutional Cost-Share, or Partner
Agency or Institution where a formal memorandum of understanding with LTER has
been established, are made available online with as few restrictions as possible, on a
nondiscriminatory basis. LTER Network scientists should make every effort to release
data in a timely fashion and with attention to accurate and complete metadata.

Porter (2010) provides a history of data sharing in the LTER program. Although Porter’s
paper is somewhat self-congratulatory in that it emphasizes past success over future
challenges, it is also accurate in its assertion that LTER has been a leader in devising both
technologies and policies to drive environmental data sharing.
Is the LTER model for data sharing perfect? No. Could it be improved? Yes. But, most
importantly, an approach for LTER data sharing is in place and it is generally accepted
across the LTER network that data sharing must be the norm.
Although some researchers I interviewed noted problems with accessing and using LTER
data, no one asserted that LTER was behind the norm for ecological data and most agreed
that no one provides better access to ecological data than LTER. One published summary
on the use of databases in the teaching of ecological concepts (LeBare, Klotz, and
Witherow, 2000) identified LTER as the best online source of ecological data:
Many databases are online; however, choosing the best ones can be a difficult task. …
We found the LTER sites to be the best for downloading and interpreting data. These
sites contain a plethora of data from many different types of ecosystems.

According to internally run surveys, in 2005 two LTER sites reported that only half of
their data sets were accompanied with metadata, while two others reported even less
metadata coverage, and one site admitted that none of its data sets were accompanied
with metadata. Now, only one site reports that half or less of its data sets are
accompanied with metadata, while twenty-five sites report that 80% or more of their data
sets are annotated with metadata.
Given the effort required to generate metadata, this is a significant accomplishment,
especially given the relatively low staffing dedicated to information management tasks at
a typical LTER site. Current findings from my interviews, plus self reporting from

14 http://metacat.lternet.edu/das/lter/index.jsp
15 http://www.lternet.edu/data/netpolicy.html
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internal LTER surveys, suggests that the average LTER site only has 1.5 FTEs available
to work on data-management issues.16
This low-level of IM staffing per LTER site, combined with the large number of LTER
sites, produces a double problem: no site has enough staff to meet all of the site-specific
and network-wide needs, yet across all twenty-six sites the aggregate of forty or more
information-management FTEs constitutes a significant expense.17
In the late 1980s, NSF began working with the LTER sites to improve the overall
effectiveness of the information managers by encouraging data managers across the
network to become acquainted with each other and to see themselves as part of the larger
IM community supporting LTER, not just as the lone (or almost lone) data-management
person at a particular site. This proved to be remarkably effective when initiated and
remains so today. One site information manager told me that attending the annual
meeting of the LTER data managers was, from her perspective, the one most valuable
event of the year.
Collaborative interactions among data managers from different sites is so effective that
recently several spontaneously banded together to pool some of their modest site-specific
data-management supplement funds so that they could work together to implement
shared tools.
Usage of LTER Data
Although unified statistics are not available, estimates from a sample of sites suggest that
more than 10,000 LTER data sets are accessed and downloaded every year, with a
substantial portion of the downloads being used by students or for other educational
purposes.
Educational users seem to be happy with their data access (cf. LeBare et al., 2000), while
some research users have expressed frustration with difficulties associated with accessing
particular data or with getting data reconfigured for comparative analysis. This is not
surprising, given that educators’ requirements are less demanding — they are looking for
data to illustrate findings, not to produce findings.
Improving both the usage and the usability of LTER data is an area of significant
opportunity.
Interactions with Other Activities
LTER has established working relationships with several other institutions and activities,
such as the San Diego Supercomputer Center, NCEAS, DataONE, and NEON. These
contacts are good and should be expanded. In particular, LTER should become closely
engaged with DataONE as that project matures. As NEON focuses on developing

16 Two sites report atypically high numbers of data-management FTEs. If these two outliers are removed, the

average for the remaining 24 sites is 1.36 FTEs.
17 This problem, and potential solutions, will be discussed in the Analysis and Recommendations section.
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advanced infrastructure for continental-scale ecological research, LTER must become
engaged with the scientific direction of NEON.18
Looking for LTER Data
As part of the review process, I went online to test how easy (or difficult) it is to identify
and retrieve LTER data. A Google search on “LTER data” (without quotes) turned up a
potentially bewildering 487,000 results, but the very first item on the list was the LTER
data portal.19

I clicked through to the data portal, then to the “browse” portion of the web site, where I
could browse the data sets available from each LTER site. At this point, I started at the
beginning (AND: Andrews) and browsed my way through all of the individual sites,
18 The converse is also true. NEON should become more actively engaged in support LTER. For example, the

NEON program is developing aircraft with advanced fly-over remote-sensing capabilities and is developing a
schedule of flights that will ensure at least one over-flight for each NEON facility. Given that (a) many LTER sites
are also NEON sites and (b) NEON will be acquiring aircraft flight capacity in excess of purely NEON-site needs,
serious consideration should be made to including all LTER sites in the NEON flight schedules. This merger of
LTER science with NEON technology would be highly synergistic and mutually beneficial.
19 Note that the third item on the list is a link to the LTER data-access policy.
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selecting a few data sets at random to see how easy they were to locate, obtain, and
understand.20
Here I found a catalog of more than 6000 data sets, with an average of approximately 250
data sets per site and a range that was very broad — 1641 described data sets from the
Arctic LTER, but only two from Palmer Station. The LTERNET Data Portal provides
information from a metadata catalog, based on information provided by individual LTER
sites. If a site has many data sets available, but does not provide metadata documentation
to the LTER Network Office (LNO), listings for the data will not appear on the Data
Portal even though the data could be obtained directly from the LTER site. This seems to
be the case with Palmer Station, where a visit to the PAL/LTER website easily found
more than 100 data sets.
As I worked my way through the data catalog I encountered variable results. Often I was
routed to the web site of the individual LTER site, where the procedures for retrieving the
data were locally idiosyncratic. Some sites just made the data available, some required
the user to register once and state the intended use of the data, others required a
registration and use specification for each data set accessed. Some sites seemed
straightforward, others a little trickier to follow. Most ultimately provided data, but a few
sites seemed to be suffering from broken links in their cataloged information.
Although it was clear that there is a great deal of ecological data available from the LTER
program, it is also clear that the present model of allowing individual sites to be the
repository for their own data sets makes for a very tedious experience on the part of
users. The fact that the LTERNET metadata catalog is not exhaustive, means that a
serious user will spend many hours navigating more than two dozen idiosyncratic web
sites just to begin to get an appreciation for what data are available.
Finding LTER Data by Date
I expected to be able to locate LTER data by date fairly easily, given that Long-Term
Ecological Research is a program with a temporal orientation. Instead, I found that
neither the metadata catalog at the LTERNET Data Portal, nor any of the data search
pages at any LTER site (except one — North Temperate Lakes) allowed a user to make a
direct search for data from a specific date range. I also learned that if a data set has a title
that includes a date span, e.g., 1987-1995, that means that the earliest data are from 1987
and the latest data are from 1995, but it does not necessarily mean that the data set
includes data from 1990. Given that time is perhaps the most important variable on longterm studies, this is a problem that needs remediation.
From the perspective of LTER@100, a continued inability to retrieve data sets from
specified temporal intervals would be unacceptable.
Despite its apparent conceptual simplicity, structuring large and varied data sets, and their
retrieval mechanisms, so that data may be retrieved from, and only from, specified
intervals is non-trivial. Nonetheless, this function is critical if LTER data sets are to be of
value indefinitely.
20 Not knowing what to expect, I used a software tool — Camtasia — to record the screen and a voice-over narration

during the search. A copy of the 75-minute video is available upon request.
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North Temperate Lakes site is an outlier in having substantially more data-management
staff than the typical LTER site and this is probably not unrelated to the increased
functionality and ease of use the user encounters at the NTL web site.21 This is not
surprising, given the simple trade-off relationship described by both Porter and Callalan
(1994) and Michener et al. (1997): The greater the effort by the original data provider,
the simpler the task of the secondary data user.
If the goal is not only to make LTER data sets available, locatable, and accessible, but
also understandable and readily usable, then substantially more effort will need to go
into data-set preparation than has been possible to date.
Below I present an analysis of my findings and recommendations for future
improvements.

A NALYSIS

AND

R ECOMMENDATIONS

Moore’s Law and Future Opportunities
LTER is and has been a leader in developing policies and technologies to support the
sharing and re-use of ecological data. Despite its past history of success, significant
changes need to be made if LTER is to maintain that position of leadership into the 21st
century and on to LTER@100. Some of the necessary changes need to occur within
LTER, but many need to occur in the relationship of LTER to NSF and to other entities.
In the late 1980s. LTER experienced a major transformation of its information
infrastructure. NSF became significantly engaged and (1) helped LTER recognize and
maximize the value in its data-management staff, (2) assisted LTER in the acquisition
and deployment of GIS technologies, (3) encouraged LTER to specify, and then achieve,
a minimum standard installation of technology capabilities necessary to be a fully
functional LTER site, (4) developed the first all-LTER directory, and (5) emphasized the
importance of data management for achieving overall LTER goals.
Another significant transformation in the LTER information infrastructure is needed now
— not because of past deficiencies, but because of new opportunities.
Moore’s Law continues to drive the evolution of technology and the results of that law —
the regular doubling of computer capabilities for constant cost, or the equally regular
halving of computer costs for constant performance — gives information technology the
ability to transform fields in two markedly different ways. First, when the impossible
becomes possible, and second, when the unaffordable becomes affordable.22
21 In addition to being able to search by date range, after locating a data set the user is able to sub-select the data set

for fields of interest, order the data set by fields of the user’s choosing, then retrieve the data in a variety of
formats optimized for viewing or computing or parsing. Also, if the user specifies an interest in data from, say,
1930-1950, the NTL interface will retrieve all relevant data sets, even if the span is larger, say 1910-1990, but
before the data are extracted and delivered, the user has the option to select just the records from a time period of
interest. In the language of relational databases, the NTL system allows the user to extract both PROJECTIONS
(i.e., columns) and SELECTIONS (i.e., rows) from the data set of interest, then sort the results. This is very
powerful and would greatly reduce the effort required to prepare extracted data for further analyses.
22 Both factors can be involved — for example, a new technology may be able to transform a field, but the task must
first become doable, then affordable given the economics of that field. This is why information-technology-driven
transformations have moved through the economy in waves, first affecting activities where cost is no object (e.g.,
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The transformation of the 1980s was based on acquiring capability: for the first time,
LTER sites had the ability to acquire and use geo-referenced information systems. The
current transformation derives from affordability: for the first time, generally available
(and affordable) systems and tools make it possible to imagine an informationeverywhere environment for ecoinformatics.
Twenty-five years ago, technology costs were a limiting factor. For an LTER site to
deploy an advanced GIS capability, powerful Sun workstations each costing $20,000 had
to be acquired for every person who wished to interact with the GIS. Staff costs were
cheap, relative to the technology. Today, Moore’s Law has changed things dramatically.
Those “powerful” $20,000 workstations had less CPU power, less RAM, and less disk
space than today’s $500 iPad.
Now the challenge is to devise technical solutions that minimize manual operations by
paid staff so that labor costs can be afforded. The proliferation of self-service devices
(e.g., airline check-in kiosks) are examples of this trend. In field ecology an equivalent
example would be the development of data-acquisition systems that also automatically
acquire the necessary metadata.
In the past, if a photograph of a study plot were to be used as data, additional metadata
(date, time, and location) would have to have been manually recorded and associated
with the photograph, and with all copies of the photograph. Today, most digital cameras
automatically record date and time and embed the information into the image file itself,
using the exchangeable image file format (EXIF) specification. Some cameras are also
capable of detecting and recording location information using GPS information.
Clearly, in the long run it is much less expensive to acquire a more expensive datacapture system that automates all aspects of data and metadata capture than it is to use a
less expensive instrument with attendant needs for manual processes.
Recommendation 1: LTER data-management operations should be
optimized to take advantage of falling technology costs, especially in the
area of automated data and metadata collection, while simultaneously
maximizing the efficiency of LTER data-management staff.
Ensuring the Long-Term Availability of Long-Term Data
Since the beginning of LTER, three sites have dropped from the program — North Inlet,
Illinois Rivers, and Okefenokee. As part of this review, I attempted to locate data from
these three sites. I succeeded in locating data from North Inlet (both within the
LTERNET system and on servers at South Carolina), but I was unable to locate any
LTER data sets from either the Illinois Rivers or the Okefenokee sites.
Although both sites failed before there was any network-wide data archiving capabilities,
the result is still ominous and demands attention. In two out of three cases on record, the
high finance) and then on through other fields where affordability becomes more important. With commodity
desktop computers now more powerful than department-sized machines of thirty years ago, IT transformations are
moving throughout society. In many areas, the last essential innovation is devising ways to minimize the labor
costs associated with accomplishing the goal. This can involve automation or crowd-sourcing.
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demise of an LTER site has apparently led to the total loss of LTER data sets associated
with the defunct site.
From the perspective of LTER@100, it is imperative that LTER data outlive individual
PIs, outlive individual sites, and even outlive individual research institutions.
The findings with Illinois Rivers and Okefenokee suggest that allowing a site that
generates LTER data to be the prime (and only) site responsible for archiving and sharing
those data is unacceptably risky.
Recommendation 2: NSF must amend the LTER funding guidelines to
require that archiving and sharing of LTER data sets occur at third-party
institutions, not at the site that creates the data. When evaluating a site’s
compliance with LTER data-sharing and data-access policies, only data
hosted and made available through third-party sites should be considered
shared. Any data hosted only at the producing site should not be counted
among the site’s shared data sets.
Economies of Scale
Achieving Economic Efficiency
The greatest improvements in the productive powers of labor, and the greater part of the skill,
dexterity, and judgment, with which it is anywhere directed, or applied, seem to have been the
effects of the division of labor.
Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (1776).

Collectively, the LTER sites employ more than 40 data-management FTEs. Working
together, forty IT staff would constitute a fairly substantial IT department. Despite these
aggregate resources, however, there are still many unmet data-management needs in
LTER. Our review suggests that even doubling local site staffing to 3.0 FTEs per site
would likely leave needs unmet, even though the resulting 80 FTEs would represent a
larger IT staff than is typically found at a biomedical research facility with a thousand or
more employees and an annual research budget well in excess of $150 million.
How can it be that such a large investment in IT staff yields the perception of such a
relatively small result? The problem lies not in the staff themselves, whom I have
consistently found to be exceptionally competent, hard-working individuals. Instead, the
problem results from the staff being spread so thin that most individual LTER data
managers must perform nearly the full breadth of data-management support activities.
Economies of scale, optimization through specialization, cannot occur if staff are divided
into small, self-contained workgroups of just a few individuals each. This is true no
matter how skilled or dedicated the staff.
At the beginning of the industrial revolution, Adam Smith recognized that specialization
is the key to economic efficiency and thus to economic growth. An economy in which
individuals (or families) are responsible for meeting nearly all of their own needs (food,
clothing, housing) is a subsistence economy in which few surpluses exist and individual
wealth creation is minimal or non-existent.
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To the extent that each LTER site’s information needs are being met by the activities of
one, or one and a fraction, data-management FTEs, that LTER site is operating in an
information subsistence economy, with all of the non-economies of scale that that entails.
Without effective interaction, the aggregation of 26 subsistence economies is just a larger
subsistence economy. Although interactions among site data managers have resulted in
substantial LTER-wide improvements over a pure subsistence economy, many significant
problems associated with achieving economies of scale remain.
This problem has been recognized by many of the data managers. The advantages that
occur when IT staff work together in a group, rather than always as individuals, is why
one data manager told us that attending the annual data managers meetings is the most
valuable event of the year and why others have banded together and pooled their datamanagement supplements to achieve some semblance of an economy of scale.
This problem was also recognized by the 20-year review committee, when they
recommended that “NSF should support the informatics core function at a level sufficient
to achieve the LTER program’s informatics objectives in an aggressive timeframe,” and
then went on to note that this could be accomplished more efficiently by funding “an
informatics hub, namely, a center that would be a proactive force in developing and
promoting new informatics tools and technologies, with strong links to [relevant outside]
groups” and then commenting explicitly that “concentration of informatics resources in a
single hub would also achieve greater visibility and economies of scale than distribution
of resources among existing sites.”
Such an approach is not without risk, as is well known to anyone who has managed a
central IT department in a research organization. The relationship between a central IT
operation and localized research activities can quickly devolve into a dysfunctional state,
unless the central unit is managed with a deliberate focus upon providing services that
meet the specialized needs of researchers. It is possible to devise IT architectures that
provide standard solutions to non-standard problems if sufficient care is taken to
understand and then abstract the needs of individual researchers.
Many scientists have personal experience with non-responsive centralized IT departments
and so may have a strong, and justified, reluctance to have any of their personal IT
support move to a more centralized delivery mechanism, even if substantial economies
are likely to be achieved. Therefore, efforts to mandate the use of centralized services can
result in substantial resistance. It is often better to develop and deploy high-quality
services first, without mandating their use. Many researchers who would resent being
forced to use centralized services will voluntarily adopt them, if they provide costeffective real solutions, and if they are responsive to changing research needs.
Recommendation 3: NSF and LTER must take steps to increase the
efficiency of LTER data management by achieving economies of scale, while
also being highly responsive to the needs of individual researchers.
The current level of staffing at typical LTER sites — less than 1.5 FTEs — probably
represents the minimum possible, if real local needs are to be effectively met. Thus,
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efficiencies cannot be achieved by cutting the local site staff, but only by augmenting a
centralized staff at some informatics hub, as envisioned in the LTER 20-year review.
Activities at this hub could increase the efficiency and effective of both the overall LTER
system and the individual LTER sites, if a substantial part of its effort were dedicated to
providing tools that met many of the cyberinfrastructure needs of local LTER
environments, while allowing local LTER data-management staff to focus on addressing
scientific issues associated with local data management. One of the local LTER site data
managers captured this in a comment, “What I’d really like to have is for someone to
provide me with IM (information management) in a box.”
This is not a fanciful request. Recent advances in virtualization and in the development of
virtual servers as information appliances provide many opportunities for an LTER
informatics hub to deliver hugely valuable tools to local LTER sites.
Recommendation 4: NSF and LTER must recognize that the most efficient
way to meet LTER data-management needs is through the centralized
acquisition and development of resources that can be effectively and
efficiently made available to all LTER sites as services that can then be tuned
by local data-management staff to meet local scientific needs..
Whether the development of an informatics hub is best done through a competition for a
wholly new resource, or through the growth of the LTER Network Office is a tactical
decision best left to NSF and LTER. I do not have access to enough LTER operational
details to make recommendations at this level.
However, the review committee does note that the current work underway at the LNO
with ARRA funding represents a very good first step in the direction of developing an
LTER informatics hub. Whatever the long term decisions regarding the creation of a hub,
it is important that the one-time ARRA funding not be allowed to create a burst of
centralized IT activity that then ends abruptly when the ARRA funding expires.
Recommendation 5: NSF and LTER should work together to avoid a hard
landing at the end of the ARRA funding for cyberinfrastructure.
While it is clear that additional investment in LTER data-management infrastructure will
be needed if the LTER@100 vision is to be achieved, it is equally clear that any
additional investment to improve long-term data management at LTER must be done in a
leveraged manner. The single worst way to do it would be to spend the same amount at
each LTER site. Spending money evenly would spread it too thin, resulting in the loselose combination of high aggregate price and low overall effectiveness.
Figure 6 shows the relative budget and size of the overall LTER network, relative to the
budget for the LTER Network Office (LNO). Through the year 2000, the budget of the
LNO tracked the overall growth of the LTER program, but then for nine years the LNO
budget flattened, while the overall LTER program continued to grow. From the
perspective of achieving economies of scale in data management, this is ill-advised.
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As the figure shows, it is only with the burst of ARRA funding that the budget of the
network office regained parity with the overall LTER program. From the perspective of
data-management efficiency, increasing local site-specific spending while decreasing
resources available to an informatics hub is precisely the wrong thing to do.
Recommendation 6: If economies of scale are to be achieved, growth on
spending for a centralized informatics hub must exceed growth in spending
on the overall LTER network until such point as a functioning hub is
established.

Figure 6. A comparison of the relative investment in the LTER Network Office and the in the overall LTER
program. The figure is taken from The LTER Network Office: An Overview of Recent Developments, a
presentation given to the LTER 30-year Review Committee by Robert B. Waide, Executive Director,
LTER Network Office.

Leveraging an Informatics Hub
Several opportunities exist for NSF and LTER to leverage an informatics hub to great
overall gain. Such a hub could provide IT services from the hub directly to the sitespecific IT staff (i.e., provide the “IM in a box” requested by one data manager). For
example, the hub could implement a large virtual server farm and offer virtual server
hosting as a service to individual LTER sites.23 To make all of this work, the hub should
have a dedicated employee serving as a customer-account manager to oversee the
relationship between the hub and site-specific IT activities. If this task is performed well,

23 In a keynote address to a recent national Bio-IT national meeting, Chris Dagdigian described the development of

such vCOLO (virtual co-location) facilities to provide centralized server support for decentralized IT departments
as one of the greatest success stories of the year.
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local IT and scientific leaders would see the customer-account manager as their person
inside the hub, looking out for their interests.
Services to the local LTER sites should be based on formal service-level agreements,
with clearly spelled out service and quality levels. Additional leverage could be
accomplished by funding a few local site-specific data managers to serve on the hub staff,
on a rotating basis. Current communication capabilities could allow that to happen
effectively in a purely virtual mode, without requiring relocation to Albuquerque or
wherever the hub is located. Having teams of rotating local data managers acting as staff
to the informatics hub would help ensure a meaningful connection between the hub and
the needs of local sites (while also helping local data managers appreciate the difficulties
and challenges of providing centralized services).
To deliver maximum value, the informatics hub should be run as a mature informatics
service facility, always striving for the highest possible level of operational maturity.
Appendix III describes one approach to measuring the maturity of IT operations.
Historically, many scientific IT departments have been characterized by the peakperformance heroics of level I, sometimes moving into Level II. To deliver the kind of
high-performance, yet sustainable infrastructure needed by LTER@100, the IT activities
associated with LTER must make significant movement up the maturity hierarchy.24
Data Publication, not Data Sharing
The process of LTER data sharing needs to be rethought into a model of data publishing,
with defined data products and services. So long as access to LTER data is through
individual, idiosyncratic, site-specific web sites, so long will LTER data be at risk and
accessing LTER data be tedious and frustrating. Shifting to a data publishing model will
not, to be sure, magically solve all problems, but it will help to control expectations, to
facilitate standardized search and access, and to encourage the development of third-party
tools to assist in the use of the published data. It will also allow the development of
formal specifications regarding the published data objects, thus providing an answer to
the question, how much will be enough? (cf. the discussion on page 5).
Recommendation 7: LTER sites and researchers should be required to
develop their data sets into data products, then share those products by
submitting them to approved third-party data publishers.
Of course, this begs the question of who, exactly, will provide these data publishing
services. In 2003, the Atkins Report explicitly called for the creation of central data
repositories and current movement towards NEON and DataONE, not to mention the
possible development of an LTER informatics hub, all suggest that such facilities are, or
soon will be, available. The optimum future service model envisioned by Peters and
illustrated in Figure 3 (page 6, above) depends upon such repositories and it is difficult to
image how the full goals of LTER@100 could be achieved without them.
24 The need for maturation in scientific computing support is recognized as a general problem, not specific to LTER.

In 2006 a national meeting of BRIITE (Biomedical Research Institutions Information Technology Exchange) was
dedicated to the need for increased maturity in scientific computing infrastructure.
http://www.esp.org/briite/meetings/2006/MSK/index.html
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Manipulating Incentives, Shaping Behavior
The manipulation of incentives to shape behavior must be done, at least in part, by
funding agencies and publishers. Only they have the ability to control the two most
important incentives (access to research funds and to publishing outlets) that affect the
behavior of most academic scientists. If the past history from other communities is any
guide, good behavior does not spontaneously emerge from some sort of community
maturation. It occurs as the result of active social engineering carried out by visionary
leaders with access to critical handles of power — the ability to modify incentives,
including both rewarding those who share data appropriately and punishing those who
“steal” protected data as well as those who horde “public’ data.25
NSF could simply put in place more stringent requirements for the recipients of LTER
funding, such as requiring annual PI reports to document the provisioning of data for
others or in holding interim reviews of LTER sites to assess their success in meeting the
LTER@100 needs for data sharing and publication.
When it comes to infrastructure deployment, funding agencies should not try to manage
infrastructure procurement the same way they manage the funding of research. For LTER
to reach its full LTER@100 potential, NSF leadership and staff need to be engaged,
especially regarding LTER activities not related to site-specific excellence.
Recommendation 8: NSF leaders and staff must become more actively
engaged in the planning, management, and oversight of LTER operations,
especially with regard to long-term activities that must ultimately transcend
the interests of any one site or any one PI.
Creating long-term data sets for others to use is a service function, and scientific careers
are not built upon service functions. It is unreasonable to expect that local LTER PIs will
somehow “rise to the occasion” and get this done. Spontaneous solutions have not
happened in other scientific communities and they likely won’t happen in LTER.
NSF operates at the juncture between the worlds of research and of politics. Funds are
involuntarily extracted from taxpayers, then politically allocated to funding agencies to
support research in the hopes of ultimately returning enough public value to justify the
expenditure. Funding agency staff then oversee an award process that is intended to
maximize the quality of science performed in order to maximize the political return on
the original allocation.
If, as some believe, that LTER will return its greatest value over the longest possible time
scale, then managing the current activities in support of potential future return is as much
a political process as a scientific one, and only agency staff, not field scientists, are
25 It is important to bear in mind that the goal of data sharing must be matched with respecting the rights of those

who create and collect data. NSF achieves its mission best when its researchers are fully dedicated to their
research. Data sharing, if done inappropriately, threatens this dedication. What if an individual who created an
experiment, gathered the data from it, assembled them into a data base, was then ‘scooped’ by someone who had
time available to more quickly publish the results. It would be a rare scholar who would not be disheartened buy
such an event, and feel that the other scientist had cheated. As such, data sharing rules must protect the personal
investment of all investigators while also allowing others to have access to the data within a reasonable amount of
time.
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positioned to function at the interface of science and politics, that is, to play the role of
politically informed scientific leader.26
Understanding and Stimulating Usage
To date, the third-party use of LTER data sets has been relatively light, with much use
going for educational purposes. This has likely been due, in part, to the fact that LTER is
still just getting started (thirty years isn’t that long when it comes to assessing truly longterm phenomena), and also in part to the fact that accessing and using the data is still a
non-trivial task.
Until now, NSF has focused largely on funding the supply side of long-term ecological
data. I suggest that NSF also consider funding the demand side, either through special
competitions or special supplements or even one-time contests. In addition, NSF and
LTER would be well advised to take active steps to understand both the demand for longterm data and the structural and metadata constraints that must be placed on long-term
data to make them truly useful.
Understanding how to collect data so that they may be arbitrarily combined, yet still yield
good science, is a scientific problem, not a technical one. This problem could be
investigated through workshops or special meetings, such as the catalysis meetings
occasionally held at NESCent.
Additionally, LTER, either through the current network office or through a future
informatics hub (should one be created), could periodically convene focus groups of
scientists who have downloaded LTER data. The real needs of third-party users can only
be appreciated by interacting with third-party users. LTER scientific and technical staff
are too close to the LTER program itself to fully appreciate the potential, and the
problems, associated with the use of LTER data for non-LTER purposes.
Recommendation 9: Both NSF and LTER should take steps to better
understand the needs of potential users of LTER data.
Interesting and relatively inexpensive efforts could also be made to stimulate the use of
LTER and the development of effective presentation modes for LTER data. For example,
Hans Rosling (a Swedish statistician) has devised methods for presenting multidimensional time-series data in a way that is certainly effective and often exciting (see
Appendix II).
Funding research into the presentation of long-term data could be expensive and time
consuming. However, offering a relatively modest annual prize for the best use and
26 When NSF started the Arabidopsis genome project, NSF insisted on the program including an international

database of findings and one or more stock centers to house and distribute strains. At the time, many members of
the scientific community considered this bureaucratic micro-management and felt that the money would be better
spent directly on research. However, a few years into the program, the value of the infrastructure became more
evident. At one meeting, a prominent Arabidopsis researcher — Elliot Meyerowitz — went out of his way to tell
Machi Dilworth that NSF was right and that more total research got done because of the investment in
infrastructure than could have gotten done if ALL of the budget had gone to science, and he thanked her for NSF’s
vision in seeing what it would take to succeed. Similar vision and leadership will be needed to deliver
LTER@100.
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presentation of LTER data could build interest and yield results quickly. For example,
NSF (or LTER) could offer a small annual prize for the most effective presentation
created and published (on the web, as a video) using LTER data. A $10,000-dollar prize
would likely engage the efforts of many graduate students and post docs, while a $50,000
prize would draw in an even bigger community, including scientists and graphic
designers. Even at $50k, the cost would be minimal if it resulted in more awareness of the
data and their availability, and if it helped inform the LTER community about how best
to format and serve the data for others to use.
Recommendation 10: NSF and LTER should take steps active steps to
encourage the effective, creative, and regular use and presentation of LTER
data.
Work with Other Programs and Services
LTER cannot function effectively in a vacuum, now or in the future. Every effort should
be made to ensure continued and new interactions between LTER and other relevant
activities such as NEON, NCEAS, NESCent, and DataONE.
From a truly long-term perspective, the value of LTER data should even outlive the
LTER program itself. This can only happen, if LTER work, findings, and data are
effectively embedded in a larger community.
Recommendation 11: NSF and LTER should actively support collaborations
and interactions between LTER and other relevant activities. To be especially
effective, such support should be available on fairly short notice, with
minimal procedural impediments. To encourage spontaneous interactions,
some form of after-the-fact awards or prizes might be considered. The
advantage of after-the-fact awards is that they stimulate activity before
payment is made and ultimately payment need only be made for those
activities deemed sufficiently worthy.
Although a contest or prize mechanism is not feasible for funding actual research, with
fairly large attendant budgets, it can be a very effective manner of funding smaller, shortterm projects. Indeed, such a mechanism has even been effectively employed to allow the
crowd-sourcing of technical problems in industry.
Realistic Expectations and Realistic Resources
The 20-year review committee called out the importance of tying LTER goals and
objectives to realistic budgets. This is especially important in the area of data sharing,
where expectations tend to be unrealistically high. It will be helpful if NSF and LTER
can work together to move from a vague notion of data sharing to a more defined notion
of data publishing. With data publishing, specific types of data objects can be defined to
optimize the tradeoffs between ease of use and cost of creation.
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Then, if LTER and NSF jointly agree on the specifications of the data products to be
produced it will be readily apparent whether or not LTER is delivering on its
commitments or if members of the research community have expectations at variance
with what has been promised. By working together with community user groups to
understand and assess the needs of potential data users (cf. Recommendation 9) it will be
possible for both NSF and LTER to decide what is practicable and how much is enough.
To avoid unnecessary frustration, it is important that these determinations be documented
and made generally available, so that members of the user community can know what
they can reasonably expect. For example, GenBank has long taken great pains to
document what aspects of the data it manages (the sequence itself) can be considered
primary and therefore will be maintained in a stable format forever, and what aspects are
considered secondary (commentary on the sequences, including the identification of
genes) and thus may be subject to undocumented format changes.
In 2003 NSF released the Atkins Cyberinfrastructure report27 in which a blue-ribbon
panel noted that “We now have the opportunity and responsibility to integrate and extend
the products of the digital revolution to serve the next generation of science and
engineering research and education” and called upon NSF to recognize that:
Achieving the vision of the Advanced Cyberinfrastructure Program (ACP) will require
coordinated NSF support of a broader set of activities and facilities than the agency has
historically supported. In addition, existing activities (e.g. providing access to high-end
computers, enduring data archives, and middleware software development) will need
substantially higher funding levels.

In particular, the report recommended that “NSF, in collaboration with other appropriate
mission agencies, should take lead responsibility for creating and maintaining the crucial
data repositories necessary for contemporary, data driven science.” The report estimated
that adequate data repositories would cost on the order of $185 million per year and
explicitly noted that “These amounts are meant to be in addition to the current NSF
investments in these areas.”
In discussing details of the envisioned data repositories, the report asserted, “To illustrate
some detailed issues, data need to be organized in appropriate ways, metadata (machine
readable and searchable descriptions of the data) must be systematically created, and
basic manipulation and analysis tools provided.”
Although federal budget realities did not allow NSF to implement an Advanced
Cyberinfrastructure Program on the scale envisioned in the report,28 data-management
work done in the LTER community has closely followed the directions outlined in the
report, especially in the area of metadata and tool development.
Along with offering an inspiring vision for cyberinfrastructure-enabled science, the
Atkins report noted the need for breath-taking expenses to implement that vision: more
than a billion dollars per year in new spending. As NSF and the LTER community lay out
27 Revolutionizing Science and Engineering Through Cyberinfrastructure: Report of the National Science

Foundation Blue-Ribbon Advisory Panel on Cyberinfrastructure http://www.nsf.gov/od/oci/reports/atkins.pdf
28 Who in 2002 (when the report was being written) could have foreseen the coming trillion-dollar expense of the

wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and the near economic meltdown that would begin in 2007 and which is not yet fully
resolved?
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strategic plans for implementing the full vision of LTER@100, it is important that they
accompany that vision with appropriate plans for resource allocation.
Recommendation 12: In crafting strategic plans, NSF and the LTER program
must tie the scientific goals and objectives to a realistic budget. NSF should
allocate funding for the LTER program commensurate with the agreed goals
and priorities for synthesis science, ecological forecasting, and data
management in the fourth decade.
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FROM

LTER 20- YEAR R EVIEW

Recommendation 1. The committee concurs and recommends that the LTER program
forge a bold decade of synthesis science, one that will lead to a better understanding of
complex environmental problems and result in knowledge that serves science and society.
Recommendation 2. In order to achieve the full promise of synthesis science, the LTER
program should adopt and make systemic what NSF has informally termed “21st century
biology”, namely, that LTER science be multidisciplinary, multidimensional, scalable,
information driven, predictive and model based, education oriented, and increasingly
virtual and global.
Recommendation 3. If the third LTER decade is to be one of synthesis science, the
LTER program must define its niche, namely, it needs to determine its priorities for
synthesis science and what the scientific focus or foci of such synthesis will be.
Recommendation 4. Ecological research by LTER scientists involving multiple
disciplines, dimensions and scales should be organized a priori by hypotheses and theory,
and tested by predictive models across broader and broader phenomena.
Recommendation 5. The LTER community should review the role, theoretical basis,
scope, function and continued usefulness of the core areas, especially in formulating its
priorities for synthesis science in the next decade.
Recommendation 6. The committee recommends that biological diversity be designated
a new core area (or function) for the LTER program at all or selected sites and receive
appropriate levels of funding.
Recommendation 7. The LTER program should become a research collaboratory a
seamless, integrated continuum from site-specific to cross-site to network-wide and
systems-level ecological research. Building on its successes to date, the LTER program
should become more collaborative across ecological and other research communities. To
do so, it must increase its recruitment of scientists, technologists and expertise from
outside traditional LTER disciplines who will help formulate hypotheses and apply
technologies that will advance ecological science.
Recommendation 8. NSF should provide real incentives
primarily funding and
competitions on a regular basis to encourage cross-site, interdisciplinary, systems-level
collaboration to enhance theory, reveal large-scale ecological phenomena and inform
environmental policy.
Recommendation 9. NSF should revise LTER and LTER-related proposal guidelines
and review criteria to provide greater balance and synthesis between site-specific and
cross-site research and education. In doing so, NSF should consider placing site-specific
and cross-site competitions and activities on parallel, complementary tracks.
Recommendation 10. The LTER program should establish informatics as a core function
by implementing a systemic informatics infrastructure and architecture that integrates
LTER data and tools with those from relevant disciplines.
Recommendation 11. NSF should: (1) increase the importance of data management and
informatics in its evaluations of LTER activities and in its requests for proposals,
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consistent with the importance of these issues in LTER’s coming decade of synthesis; (2)
support the informatics core function at a level sufficient to achieve the LTER program’s
informatics objectives in an aggressive timeframe.
Recommendation 12. The LTER community should aggressively incorporate powerful
new scientific approaches, technologies and analytical and experimental tools that can
expand the scope and scale of LTER science to systems-level ecological research. In
doing so, the LTER program must identify and select the disciplines, approaches and
technologies appropriate to achieving its scientific priorities and agenda for its decade of
synthesis. For its part, NSF must boost funding levels to enable incorporation of new
science and technologies in order to enhance the scale, scope and tractability of LTER’s
ecological research.
Recommendation 13. The LTER program should partner with social scientists to
increase understanding of the interrelationships and reciprocal impacts of natural
ecosystems and human systems in order to inform environmental policy.
Recommendation 14. The LTER program should foster increased opportunities for
serendipitous science by providing a virtual portal to its legacy data for investigators
worldwide.
Recommendation 15. Using the knowledge gained from synthesis and serendipitous
science in the coming decade, the LTER program should assume a more powerful and
pervasive role in informing environmental solutions and public policy at local, national
and international levels. The LTER program should increase and regularize efforts to
share this wealth of knowledge with public officials, especially at the national level
where environmental policies can have significant impact.
Recommendation 16. The LTER program should establish a professional public
communications office to assist LTER scientists in informing the public and policy
makers about the importance of LTER science to local, regional and national
environmental solutions. NSF should provide a budgetary line item for this function.
Recommendation 17. The LTER program should expand the scope of its undergraduate
and graduate education in field-based ecological research by incorporating the crossdisciplinary, collaborative approaches and characteristics of 21st century biology.
Recommendation 18. The implementation and impact of the Schoolyard LTER should
be enhanced in three ways. First, the LTER sites should leverage funds provided for this
program to achieve economies of scale and increased outreach; second, NSF should
increase its support for LTER K-12 educational programs; and third, the design and
outcomes of LTER K-12 educational programs should have formal evaluation to inform
appropriate growth and improvements.
Recommendation 19. The LTER community and NSF, using the findings and
recommendations of this report, should jointly craft and implement a comprehensive
strategic plan for the LTER program, i.e., its science, funding, outcomes, governance and
organization for the next decade. The comprehensive strategic plan should contain all the
components basic to any strategic plan: vision and mission; goals, priorities, objectives
and actions; deliverables, timelines and milestones; and a budget that aligns resources
with these elements.
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Recommendation 20. In crafting the strategic plan, NSF and LTER program must tie the
scientific goals and objectives to a realistic budget. NSF should increase funding for the
LTER program commensurate with the agreed goals and priorities for synthesis science
and ecological forecasting in the third decade.
Recommendation 21. The enhanced budget for the LTER program should be invested in
the LTER’s scientific priorities and in implementing the strategies discussed in this report
for achieving 21st century biology and synthesis science.
Recommendation 22. The NSF should establish parity funding for all LTER sites as
quickly as possible commensurate with the scientific goals and activities called for by
individual sites and the network in the strategic plan.
Recommendation 23. New sites should not be added to the LTER network until such
potential expansion is justified in the strategic plan.
Recommendation 24. Should sites be added to the LTER program in the future, such
expansion must be strategic and synoptic. The larger ecological community (i.e., LTER
and non-LTER ecological communities) should determine where and how such
expansion would provide the greatest benefit to understanding the nation’s ecological
systems, with competitions for new sites based on these findings. The LTER program
should expand internationally by building on its collaborations with the ILTER
enterprise.
Recommendation 25. The comprehensive strategic plan should describe a governance
and organizational structure appropriate to the goals, scope and scale of the LTER
program in the next decade of synthesis science. Planning this structure should be
informed by models from other enterprises and by experts in academia, government and
the private sector.
Recommendation 26. The strategic plan should specify the entity or entities that will
implement the strategic plan and manage the LTER program, as well as a process for
developing policies to govern implementation, LTER management and other issues.
Recommendation 27. NSF should allocate two program officers to administer the LTER
program, with a permanent one in charge of the program. Because LTER is now funded
by several NSF directorates, a formal, cross-directorate committee of program officers
should be established to coordinate LTER funding and program management.
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A PPENDIX II: E FFECTIVE P RESENTATION

OF

L ONG -T ERM D ATA

Access to long-term data is helpful, but mere access still leaves a lot of work to the user
before even a beginning appreciation of the significance of the data can be had. Han
Rosling is a Swedish statistician who has developed an incredibly effective way of
presenting long-term, time-series data, using custom software — GapMinder29.
GapMinder presents three-dimensions of data in two dimensions, then adds time as a
fourth dimension by presenting a series of two-dimensional time snapshots as a video. As
an example, of the increase in effectiveness that occurs when one progresses from
locating data, to accessing data, to visualizing data, consider the following.
Rosling’s GapMinder site makes available a number of useful data sets, through an
interface that looks a lot like any other data catalog:30

The right-hand side offers the user the opportunity to download the data (as an Excel
file), to view the data (through the web interface), and to visualize the data (through the
GapMinder animation tool).
If one clicks view on the first data set, one gets a typical view into a two dimensional
(sparsely populated) set of data showing age at first marriage for women, by country by
year.
29 http://www.gapminder.org/
30 http://www.gapminder.org/data/
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If one clicks visualize, one is presented with a display that is easy to understand, even
though substantially more data have been included, including per-capita income, and total
population size of the country (size of the circle that represents the country).

There appears to be a distinct correlation between increasing income and increasing age
at first marriage. But, is that a simple causal correlation or are other forces at work? By
clicking play (button in the lower left corner), one can watch the data change over time,
from 1800 to the present. During the 19th century, one sees only left-to-right movement,
indicating that changes in average income did not affect age of first marriage for women.
In most of the 20th century, one sees generally rising ages of first marriage, but without a
pronounced connection to increasing income. However, from 1975 on, the relationship of
age-of-first-marriage with income begins to appear, but the most pronounced effects
occur only after 2000. All of that information can be presented in a video that takes less
than 45 seconds to play.
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Although the GapMinder site is largely concerned with national statistics, such as health
care, population size, and income, the tool could easily be used to present data of interest
to ecologists. For example, the site does have data sets dealing with the production of
CO2 emissions over time.

In 1820, at the beginning of the industrial revolution, the UK was the largest producer of
CO2 emissions, both on a per-capita basis (y-axis) and as a national total (size of the dot
representing the UK).
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By 1900, the United States had emerged at the largest aggregate producer of CO2, even
though on a per-capita basis it was still behind the UK.

At the end of World War II, the United States was clearly the world’s dominant producer
of CO2, both on an aggregate and a per-capita basis.

In 2006, however, Luxembourg (the small orange dot in the upper right) had become the
world’s largest per-capita producer of CO2, while China (the large red dot) was the
largest aggregate producer of CO2.
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This “GapMinder” style of presentation could easily and effectively be used to present
some kinds of long-term ecological data. For example, imagine such a presentation of a
multi-decadal set of data relating the population size of some aquatic species in different
lakes (one dot per lake, size of the dot corresponding to population size), plotted against,
say, average pH and temperature of the lake, over time.
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A PPENDIX III: T HE C APABILITY M ATURITY M ODEL
The capability maturity model (CMM) was developed by Carnegie Mellon for the Air
Force as a method for judging the capabilities of software developers. The CMM model
has five levels:
Maturity Level 1: Initial
At maturity level 1, processes are usually ad hoc and the organization usually
does not provide a stable environment. Success in these organizations depends on
the competence and heroics of the people in the organization and not on the use of
proven processes. In spite of this ad hoc, chaotic environment, maturity level 1
organizations often produce products and services that work; however, they
frequently exceed the budget and schedule of their projects.
Maturity level 1 organizations are characterized by a tendency to over commit,
abandon processes in the time of crisis, and not be able to repeat their past
successes again.
Maturity Level 2: Repeatable
At maturity level 2, software development successes are repeatable. The
organization may use some basic project management to track cost and schedule.
Process discipline helps ensure that existing practices are retained during times of
stress. When these practices are in place, projects are performed and managed
according to their documented plans.
Project status and the delivery of services are visible to management at defined
points (for example, at major milestones and at the completion of major tasks).
Basic project management processes are established to track cost, schedule, and
functionality. The necessary process discipline is in place to repeat earlier
successes on projects with similar applications.
Maturity Level 3: Defined
At maturity level 3, processes are well characterized and understood, and are
described in standards, procedures, tools, and methods.
The organization’s set of standard processes is established and improved over
time. These standard processes are used to establish consistency across the
organization. Projects establish their defined processes by the organization’s set
of standard processes according to tailoring guidelines.
The organization’s management establishes process objectives based on the
organization’s set of standard processes and ensures that these objectives are
appropriately addressed.
A critical distinction between level 2 and level 3 is the scope of standards, process
descriptions, and procedures. At level 2, the standards, process descriptions, and
procedures may be quite different in each specific instance of the process (for
example, on a particular project). At level 3, the standards, process descriptions,
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and procedures for a project are tailored from the organization’s set of standard
processes to suit a particular project or organizational unit.
Maturity Level 4: Quantitatively Managed
Using precise measurements, management can effectively control the software
development effort. In particular, management can identify ways to adjust and
adapt the process to particular projects without measurable losses of quality or
deviations from specifications.
Sub-processes are selected that significantly contribute to overall process
performance. These selected sub-processes are controlled using statistical and
other quantitative techniques.
A critical distinction between maturity level 3 and maturity level 4 is the
predictability of process performance. At maturity level 4, the performance of
processes is controlled using statistical and other quantitative techniques, and is
quantitatively predictable. At maturity level 3, processes are only qualitatively
predictable.
Maturity Level 5: Optimizing
Maturity level 5 focuses on continually improving process performance.
Quantitative process-improvement objectives are established and used as criteria
in managing improvement. The effects of deployed improvements are measured
and evaluated against the objectives. Both the defined processes and the
organization’s set of standard processes are targets of measurable improvement
activities.
Improvements to address common causes of variation and to improve the
organization’s processes are identified, evaluated, and deployed.
A critical distinction between maturity levels 4 and 5 is the type of process
variation addressed. At level 4, processes are designed to address special causes
of process variation and to provide statistical predictability of the results. Though
processes may produce predictable results, the results may be insufficient to
achieve the established objectives.
At level 5, processes are concerned with addressing common causes of process
variation and with changing the process to improve performance (while
maintaining statistical probability).
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A PPENDIX IV: A CCESSIBLE E COLOGY
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Accessible ecology: synthesis of the
long, deep, and broad
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Large volumes of data have been collected to document
the many ways that ecological systems are responding
to changing environmental drivers. A general buy-in on
solutions to these problems can be reached only if these
and future data are made easily accessible to and understood by a broad audience that includes the public,
decision-makers, and other scientists. A developing
framework for synthesis is reviewed that integrates
three main strategies of ecological research (long-term
studies; short-term, process-based studies; and broadscale observations) with derived data products and additional sources of knowledge. This framework focuses
on making data from multiple sources and disciplines
easily understood by many, a prerequisite for finding
synthetic solutions and predicting future dynamics in a
changing world.
Challenges to synthesis
Dramatic changes in climate, land cover, and habitat
availability have occurred over the past several centuries
influencing every ecosystem on Earth [1,2]. Large amounts
of data, and in particular observations over long time
periods, have been collected to document changes, which
include shifts in species dominance, loss of biodiversity,
and reductions in clean air and water quality and quantity
[3–5]. Solutions to environmental problems are elusive,
in large part because much of the data have not been
synthesized and remain inaccessible to a broad audience
[6,7]. The complex nature of environmental problems
requires that different types of data from multiple sources
and disciplines be integrated [8], yet the sheer volume
and nature of the data make it a challenge to ensure
accessibility in a coherent, easy-to-understand format.
Most data are too technical or complicated for general
use [7], and many data are posted online in non-standard
formats. Inaccuracies in the data and missing descriptive
metadata further limit accessibility [9]. Some complex data
have been distilled into useful formats for non-scientists
[1,7], but questions can arise as to how the data were
interpreted or analyzed (e.g. http://www.eenews.net/
public/climatewire/2009/11/24/1). Standardization, simplification, and integration are required before data can be
visualized, analyzed, and synthesized to generate new
understanding [10,11].
Given that the Earth is changing at faster rates and in
different ways than expected, there is a critical need to
Corresponding author: Peters, D.P.C. (debpeter@nmsu.edu).
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make existing and future data accessible in a format that
the public and decision-makers can understand [12].
Accessible data are also needed by scientists to guide
the strategic collection of additional data, and in synthesis
efforts to yield new knowledge, insights, generalities, and
solutions [8,13,14]. The continued collection of long-term
data [15] and the emergence of observatories of multiple
sites collecting a large suite of standardized data, such as
the National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON),
will magnify the problem further [16]; thus, reinforcing
the critical need to improve data accessibility and utility
within a synthesis framework that is sufficiently flexible,
expandable, and robust to handle these future data
sources.
Here, I review three general strategies associated with
ecological research (long-term studies; short-term, pattern-process studies for deep understanding; and observation networks of sites for broad-scale patterns) commonly
used to investigate ecological responses to a changing
environment. Each strategy provides unique insights with
important contributions to ecological knowledge, yet each
also has scientific limitations and challenges to data accessibility and synthesis. Although examples of each strategy are drawn primarily from US-funded research, the
principles and challenges apply globally [17,18]. Then, I
describe a framework for synthesis being developed to
make different types and sources of data from these strategies accessible with utility to a broad audience. I draw
upon insights from the EcoTrends Project (http://www.ecotrends.info) to illustrate the application of this framework
for a range of ecosystems found globally (terrestrial, aquatic, coastal, and urban) [19]. Finally, I emphasize new
research directions to improve data accessibility and synthesis, and to provide new ecological knowledge for forecasting future ecosystem dynamics.
Ecology of the ‘long’
The importance of long-term data to ecological knowledge
has become increasingly apparent as the length of data
records has increased [20]. In the US, studies of ecosystems
started in the early 1900 s when forest, watershed, and
rangeland sites were established, primarily by the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) [21,22]. The
research was both observation-based and experimental
using manipulations related to management, such as altered fire frequency. Many long-term ecological sites
now exist, including those in the Long Term Ecological
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Research Program (LTER) that began in 1980 [23] and
sites studied by individuals or groups [24,25].
The ‘ecology of the long’ [15] complements detailed,
process-based studies conducted over short time periods
within a single ecosystem type (see next section: Ecology of
the ‘deep’). Ecological systems vary through time as environmental conditions change. Long-term data are needed
to assess the rate and direction of change, to distinguish
directional trends from short-term variability, and to determine effects of infrequent, yet extreme events and time
lags in response [26–30]. Long-term data can inform government policy. For example, data showed an increase in
acid rain in North America in the 1970 s [31], and that acid
rain had negative impacts on forest growth and surface
water chemistry [32,33]. These results led to the 1990
Amendments to the Clean Air Act which reduced sulfur
dioxide emissions and sulfate concentrations in precipitation [34,35].
Comparisons of trends in drivers with ecological
responses can infer causal relationships. For example,
long-term studies off the Antarctic coast show strong
correlations among drivers and system dynamics, and a
state change from dominance by Adélie penguins to Gentoo and Chinstrap penguins (Figure 1). Now, short-term,
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detailed studies of predator–prey relationships under variable conditions of sea ice are needed to determine where,
when, and how phytoplankton biomass or sea ice (or their
interactions) drive loss of Adélie penguins or if a different
set of processes are shifting dominance between penguin
species, although field experiments at the required scale
are challenging to conduct in this system. These shortterm studies will need to be effectively integrated with the
existing long-term studies if a complete understanding is
to be achieved.
Limitations
Long-term observations can lead to hypotheses about processes underlying patterns, but cannot identify the processes. More than one process can create the same pattern,
multiple interacting processes can result in the pattern,
and spurious relationships can result with no causative
explanation between pattern and process. In addition, the
relationship between patterns and the processes driving
them can change with temporal or spatial scale [41]. Longterm studies create challenges to data accessibility in that
the sampling frequency and intensity, and the spatial scale
(e.g. plot size) can change through time with turnover in
personnel and as funding levels vary. Methods can change

Figure 1. Long-term data for multiple drivers and ecological responses off the coast of the Western Antarctic Peninsula: (a) surface air temperatures have increased at some
of the fastest recorded rates (temperature[8C] = –119 + 0.06  Time[years]; R2 = 0.33; p = 0.001) globally [36] (data from http://www.ecotrends.info). (b) Sea ice spatial extent
has decreased significantly (ice extent[1000 km2] = 2707 – 1.3  Time[years]; R2 = 0.21; p = 0.01) with a later advance and an earlier retreat of ice [37]. (c) Sea ice is related to
the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), and tends to advance during cooler La Nina periods, and retreat during warmer El Niño periods [38] (data from http://pal.lternet.edu
shown as deviations from the mean: ice extent = –0.04 – 0.4  SOI; R2 = 0.16; p < 0.0001). (d) Phytoplankton biomass has shifted southward through time with decreases in
the north (past: 1978–1986; present: 1998–2006) [39]. This shift in phytoplankton biomass is expected to reduce biomass of krill in the north, an important food source for
Adélie penguins, (e) whose populations have been decreasing through time compared with (f) increases in populations of the ice-avoiding Gentoo and Chinstrap [40] (data
from http://www.ecotrends.info). These patterns in drivers and biotic responses can be used to infer causal relationships, but identifying the key processes driving the state
change between penguin species requires detailed studies of predator–prey relationships under multiple environmental conditions.
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Figure 2. Deep understanding of tallgrass prairie at the Konza Prairie LTER site involves a suite of approaches. Short-term experiments are used to provide the mechanistic
understanding for long-term observations, and a conceptual model is used to integrate the information. (a) Initial experiments focused on fire and grazing as historic drivers
[51] and showed that [left] annual fire reduces plant species richness (updated from [52]) whereas [right] large herbivores (bison) increase plant and animal (not shown)
species richness through time [53,54] (data from http://www.ecotrends.info). (b) [Left panel]: the hypothesis that variability in richness (and aboveground net primary
production [ANPP], not shown) is related to variability in precipitation was tested using a short-term study where fewer, large rain events compared to natural rain events
were added each year for four years [55]. This within- and between-year variability in rainfall increased variability in soil water with positive effects on plant diversity, a
measure of species richness [55; Reprinted with permission from AAAS]. [Right panel]: short-term studies also showed that grazing increases spatial heterogeneity in light
available to plants and increases turnover rate of species through time to result in higher species richness (redrawn from [56]) regardless of fire frequency [57]. (c) Results
from these short- and long-term studies and others led to a conceptual framework used to: integrate information, test hypotheses, predict future dynamics, and strategically
guide future research [redrawn and simplified from 50]. Extrapolation of these results to other sites in the tallgrass prairie requires information on spatial and temporal
variability in both drivers and ecological responses.

with technological advances (e.g. automated sensors). Legacy data may not be well documented or in digital format,
and variable names and file formats can change through
time [9].
Ecology of the ‘deep’
Place-based research conducted at one site or within one
ecosystem type can provide deep understanding of processes underlying observed patterns [33]. Most studies are
short-term (< 4 years), and some are conducted within a
long-term context. These studies can also evaluate pattern–process relationships within and across scales [42–
45]. Deep understanding is the hallmark of sites in the
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LTER Program where researchers test alternative hypotheses about drivers and responses using short-term experiments that lead logically from long-term observations, e.g.
[46–49], and provide the mechanistic understanding for
these observations.
For example, research at the Konza Prairie LTER site in
Kansas has focused on teasing apart the relative importance of three drivers (fire, grazing, and climatic variability) in the dynamics of tallgrass prairie [50]. Short-term
studies are used to examine the key mechanisms underlying long-term trends in observations. The LTER project
began by observing grassland responses through time in
response to manipulated fire frequency and grazing inten-
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sity by large native herbivores (bison) under natural
climatic variability (Figure 2a). High temporal variability
in plant species richness (Figure 2a [left]) was hypothesized to reflect variation in soil water as affected by precipitation. To test this hypothesis, within season rainfall
variability (fewer, larger rain events) was manipulated
with no increase in rainfall amount. Soil water dynamics
increased in variability, both within and among years, with
positive effects on richness (Figure 2b [left]). The increase
in plant (Figure 2a [right]) and consumer richness (not
shown) under grazing was explained using short-term
sampling that showed greater spatial heterogeneity in
light available to plants and greater turnover of species
in grazed than ungrazed areas (Figure 2b [right]). As a
result of these and many other studies (http://www.
konza.ksu.edu), the Konza Prairie LTER program developed a conceptual framework that integrates the effects of
fire, grazing, and climatic variability on dynamics of these
grasslands (Figure 2c).
Limitations
Site-based studies conducted without long-term observations can have limited generality because the temporal and
spatial contexts of the results are unknown. Extrapolation
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of results from one site to another or to the region as a
whole requires information on spatial and temporal variability in drivers and responses [58]. Site-based studies are
insufficient to understand how ecosystems are connected
by interactions among air, water, and land at broad scales
[58,59]. Accessibility of data can be challenging if standard
protocols of collection, archival, and retrieval are not followed [60].
Ecology of the ‘broad’
Observation networks of sites collecting similar data
across broad spatial extents have been operational in
the US since at least 1830 with the census of human
populations (http://www/census.gov). The National Weather Service started collecting meteorological data in 1870
(http://www.nws.noaa.gov/), and streamflow has been monitored at some sites for over 100 years (http://waterdata.
usgs.gov). Observation networks have emerged over the
past decade to collect ecological data using standard protocols, including the Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI)
[61], WATERS (http://www.watersnet.org), and NEON
[16]. Other networks are collections of sites with similar
missions, such as the USDA Agricultural Research Service
(ARS) rangeland sites and the Forest Service (FS) experi-
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Figure 3. Broad-scale patterns can be observed using networks of sites either coordinated to collect similar data with standard protocols or integrated via the postcollection standardization of similar data. Sea level measured by the US Geological Survey (http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/) using standard methods and instruments
were used to calculate trends through time for cities along the east and west coasts of the country [19]. Long-term climate data obtained from a different source (https://
www.ncdc.noaa.gov/) were used to calculate trends in average air temperature for the same cities or nearby research sites. Significant regression lines and slopes (p  0.05)
are shown in blue (sea level) and red (air temperature). All panels share the same y-axes labels of sea level and temperature. Comparing trends in the two drivers shows that
most coastal sites have experienced an increase in sea level of 2–3 mm/y over the past 100 years. All west coast sites and Key West, FL have also experienced increasing air
temperatures at rates of 0.01–0.02 8C /y (condensed data from http://www.ecotrends.info). Understanding the processes driving these patterns through time and predicting
ecological responses requires detailed studies of mechanisms, both at individual sites and across environmental gradients, to capture variation in drivers and the biota.
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mental forests, that collect data with site-specific methods;
standardization is required before comparisons can be
made [19,22].
In some cases, individuals collect data which, when
combined, cover broad areas. The Global Population Dynamics Database contains animal and plant population
data collected by individuals [62]. The National Phenology
Network (NPN) contains data collected by citizen scientists
using standard protocols [63]. Observing networks can be
defined by regions or ecosystem types where individual
projects with different protocols are integrated, such as the
Global Lakes Ecological Observatory Network [64].
An integration of datasets from multiple networks is
needed to compare continental-scale variation in multiple
drivers, and to identify regions where multiple drivers are
interacting to affect human and natural systems [19]. For
example, sea level is increasing along the east and west
coasts of the US, and surface air temperature is also
increasing for sites on the west coast (Figure 3). Interactions between drivers may result in unexpected impacts on
human populations and ecosystems located along the
land–ocean margin [4,65].
Limitations
For observational networks that collect data with similar
instruments at each site, standardized, aggregated data
are accessible through a common web site. Comparisons of
different kinds of data across networks require knowledge
of and access to multiple web sites, and manual integration
and analysis. These observing systems have limited ability
to forecast dynamics without a long-term record of change
for historical context, and a deep mechanistic understanding of pattern–process relationships across scales.
Linking the long, deep, and broad: a synthesis
framework for understanding and prediction
Synthesis involves the integration of disparate data with
existing concepts and theories to yield new knowledge,
insights, and explanations [66]. Synthesis creates emergent knowledge through novel combinations of information [8]. A framework for synthesis is being developed
where general patterns and underlying mechanisms are
emerging from finding, blending, and integrating large
volumes of data collected as part of the three strategies
discussed above (Box 1). The framework is being developed
to make complex data collected from different sources,
locations, and disciplines easily accessible to and understood by a broad audience, and to develop new approaches
and solutions to global change problems. This framework
has points of contact with recent synthesis frameworks,
and combines their key conceptual elements [10] with
software tool development and training [67]. However,
the focus on improving data and knowledge accessibility
to a broad and diverse user community, with applications
to policy, management, and personal actions, distinguishes this framework from others. This framework
has five steps that address key limitations in the above
three strategies.
First, data collected from different sources (individuals,
sites, and networks) need to be assembled into digital
formats where they are available to others (Box 1). These
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data can be from short-term experiments, long-term studies, and broad-scale observations guided by conceptual
frameworks (Figures 1–3). This step may involve a number
of technologies to: convert manually collected data into
digital format, download data from sensors, verify data
for accuracy (either manually or through automated
value-checking routines), enter data into a user-specified
database, release data to standard repositories, and post
data onto the internet.
Second, these source data need to be standardized to
allow their integration into a common database, either
virtually with internet links or physically into a single
database (Box 1). Although standard methods of data
collection and analysis have been developed [68], and
standard variable names and protocols are used by some
research programs and networks [69], integrating data
from different sources and disciplines remains a challenge
that often requires post-collection standardization [9].
Even variables with well-defined standards, such as air
temperature, can be collected in a variety of ways (e.g. at
different heights) with different temporal resolutions (e.g.
hourly, minimum and maximum daily). In some cases,
such as observational networks, the data are already in
a standard format, but only for one type of driver (e.g.
climate variables); these data need to be integrated in a
coherent way with ecological response data. In other cases,
such as biotic data (plants, animals, and soils), the data
are in a variety of formats that need to be standardized
before integration [60]. Publishing details of methods,
complete datasets, and metadata as extensions to scientific papers (e.g. Ecological Archives: http://esapubs.org/
archive), and adhering to community-based standards [9]
can provide information necessary for new analyses. As
part of the standardization process, much can be learned
about the structure of diverse datasets that can provide
feedbacks to the data collection and assembly process of
Step 1.
Third, the source data need to be condensed into simplified formats using aggregations in time and space to
result in derived data products (Box 1). Source data from
complex experimental designs are collected at very short
time steps (days, months, and seasons) or small spatial
extents (square meters and hectares) that make comparisons difficult. For example, rainfall data collected
manually on an event basis or continuously through instrumentation need to be summed as monthly or annual
totals. Biotic data often have a complex format needed to
capture spatial and temporal variation in an ecological
system [70]. For example, aboveground net primary production (ANPP) for a grassland site is often estimated by
collecting biomass data seasonally by species in quadrats.
ANPP is estimated by subtracting initial biomass by species (averaged across quadrats) from final average biomass. Summing ANPP by species results in site ANPP
that can be compared across sites [19]. Additional derived
data-products are needed to easily view patterns in the
aggregated data, including X-Y graphs, maps, animations,
and statistical results. The aggregation and analysis process will need new software tools and quantitative analyses, and training of scientists and information specialists
to use and develop these tools.
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Box 1. A framework for science-driven synthesis
A developing framework for synthesis includes five major steps and
four classes of products that will result in making complicated data
easily accessible for understanding and prediction by a broad
audience (Figure I).
First, three strategies of ecological research (long-term studies;
short-term, process-based studies; and broad-scale observations)
result in large amounts of source data collected by individuals,
sites, and networks of sites in a variety of formats, units, temporal
and spatial resolutions, and degrees of complexity that need to be
assembled. These data are often variable in their quality in terms of
the degree to which they have been checked and corrected for
errors.
Second, these diverse datasets need to undergo quality assurance
and control, and to be standardized and integrated into one database,
either a virtual database with internet links or a physical database.
Much will be learned about the structure of diverse datasets that will
provide important feedbacks to the data collection process.
Third, these data need to be converted into common aggregations
to simplify their temporal and spatial resolutions that will allow
comparison across sites and studies, and to promote synthesis.
Derived data products need to be created, including X–Y graphs,
maps, animations, and statistical results. The aggregation and
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analysis process will require new software tools and quantitative
analyses, and training of scientists and information specialists to use
and develop these tools.
Fourth, these derived data products need to be combined with
other knowledge sources, new technologies, and approaches to
promote new interpretations and synthesis of the data. A broad user
community will be needed that includes individuals (e.g. scientists,
land managers, citizen scientists, and information managers), networks of sites (e.g. LTER, USDA, and NEON), synthesis centers (e.g.
National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis [NCEAS, http://
www.nceas.ucsb.edu/], National Evolutionary Synthesis Center [NESCent, http://www.nescent.org/], National Institute for Mathematical
and Biological Synthesis [NIMBioS, http://www.nimbios.org/], and
Powell Center; http://powellcenter.usgs.gov/), and state and federal
agencies working together. These activities need to provide important
feedbacks to the collection of additional data as well as to the
development of tools and expertise for future analyses.
Fifth, these interpretations will need to inform policies, practices,
and actions, and provide feedbacks to the collection of additional
data. New technologies will need to be developed, and training of
scientists and information managers in synthetic research will be
needed to meet the challenges associated with synthesis.

Figure I. A developing framework for synthesis includes five major steps (blue text) and four classes of products (yellow cylinders).

Although Steps 1–3 have been conducted on existing
data in post hoc comparative analyses, e.g. [14,17,18], it is
the fourth and fifth steps in this framework that have the
potential to move synthesis to new quantitative levels
required of current and future environmental problems.

Fourth, these derived data products need to be
blended with other knowledge sources, new technologies,
and approaches to promote new interpretations and
syntheses by a broad user community (Box 1). Both
traditional sources of knowledge (scientists, networks,
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Box 2. EcoTrends as a first step towards a synthesis framework
Data from the EcoTrends Project (http://www.ecotrends.info) illustrate
the first four steps of a developing framework for synthesis (Figure I).
This project focuses on converting large volumes of long-term data
from disparate sources into forms useful to others. Here, the data are
used to address the following questions. How does continental- and
regional-scale variation compare for trends in multiple drivers? What
is the explanation for regional variation in drivers? What are the
potential consequences of future changes in these drivers?
First, long-term data from three major sources were assembled: (1)
broad-scale observation networks (National Climate Data Center
[NCDC, http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/], National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration [NOAA, http://www.noaa.gov/], US Census
Bureau [http://www.census.gov/], and National Atmospheric Deposition Program [NADP, http://nadp.sws.uiuc.edu/); (2) individual investigators; and (3) monitoring data from research sites, primarily LTER,
and the USDA-FS and USDA-ARS.
Second, these diverse data were corrected for errors, and integrated
into a common database using standard formats, units, and variable
names.
Third, the standardized source data were converted into common
aggregations to simplify the temporal and spatial resolutions of the
data. These derived data were viewed as graphs to answer our first

[(Figure_I)TD$G]

question: high spatial variation in trends across the continent does not
reflect regional patterns [19,58]. Within Colorado, patterns are highly
variable for two sites (Niwot Ridge alpine site in the Rocky Mountains
[NWT] and the Shortgrass Steppe [SGS] semiarid grassland site in the
eastern plains): temperature and population density are increasing at
both sites, although at different rates. Precipitation is not changing (not
shown), and nitrogen deposition is either increasing (NWT) or not
changing (SGS) (data from http://www.ecotrends.info).
Fourth, multiple datasets were used to interpret the data. To answer
our second question, we needed information about the spatial
location of the sites relative to cities. Increases in nitrogen deposition
at NWT are likely related to increases in human population density in
the Denver area, and upslope conditions that bring rainfall and
atmospheric nitrogen from Denver to the mountains [76]. By contrast,
the SGS site is located east of cities with slower rates of population
increase, resulting in no change in nitrogen deposition through time.
To answer our third question required information about biotic
sensitivity to nitrogen: alpine sites, such as NWT, may be more
negatively affected by nitrogen deposition in the future, as a result of
increasing deposition rates and their sensitivity to nitrogen inputs [77]
compared to SGS grasslands that are insensitive to nitrogen inputs
without additional water [78].

Figure I. Data from the EcoTrends Project (http://www.ecotrends.info) illustrate the first four steps of a developing framework for synthesis.

agencies) working as organized groups within structured
(e.g. synthesis centers: NCEAS, NESCent, NIMBioS,
and Powell Center) and unstructured environments
(e.g. crowdsourcing [71]) are needed as well as other
knowledge sources, such as citizen science initiatives
(e.g. NPN; and North American Breeding Bird Survey,
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http://www.pwrc.usgs.gov/BBS/), and Traditional Ecological Knowledge [72]). A combination of quantitative
and qualitative approaches and software development
will be needed to blend diverse data, concepts, and theories from many disciplines. Training in using these new
approaches will also be needed. These interpretations
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need to provide important feedbacks to data collection
and software development activities.
Fifth, these new interpretations need to inform policies,
practices, and actions, and can be used directly to guide
decision-making by individuals as well as by local, state,
and federal policymakers (Box 1). In some cases, making
data easily accessible and synthesized into best knowledge
at the time may be insufficient to guide policy given other
constraints (e.g. Kyoto Protocol and Copenhagen Accord:
http://unfccc.int/). These applications, whether put into
play or not, also need to provide feedbacks to data collection activities.
Applying the framework
The utility of this framework is illustrated by recent analyses from the EcoTrends Project (http://www.ecotrends.
info). The aim of this project is to integrate and make
easily accessible long-term data from many sources in four
major categories: climate and climate-related drivers; air
and stream water chemistry; human populations; and
plants and animals [19]. At present, 50 US funded sites
are included that represent ecosystems found globally
(forests, grasslands, deserts, arctic, alpine, lakes, streams,
coastal, urban). Here, key elements of the synthesis framework (Box 2) are used to show how post hoc comparisons of
long-term data can be used to address the following scientific questions: How does continental- and regional-scale
variation compare for trends in multiple drivers? What is
the explanation for regional variation in drivers? What are
the potential consequences of future changes in these
drivers?
The continental US was selected as the broad-scale
spatial unit, and the Rocky Mountains and eastern plains
of Colorado were selected as the region for trends in four
drivers: climate (precipitation and temperature), nitrogen
deposition, and human population density. First, longterm source data for each driver were assembled from
observation networks, research sites, and individuals. Second, data were tested and verified for completeness and
accuracy, and then integrated into a standardized database. Third, derived data products were created by aggregating data into a common temporal unit (annual); the
spatial unit was a site. Daily precipitation and event-based
nitrogen deposition were summed for each year, and average daily temperature was averaged for each year. Human
population density data on a decadal scale required no
aggregation. The aggregated data were graphed through
time for each site, and the trend based on the slope of a
simple linear regression was calculated for each variable
through time.
These comparable data were then used to answer our
first question: high spatial variation in trends in air
temperature and precipitation across the continent
(not shown) does not necessarily reflect regional patterns
[19,58]. Nitrogen emissions and deposition are higher onaverage in the west compared to the east [19,73,74].
Human population density is increasing throughout
the country, although rates over the past 50 years have
been highest in the southwest and along the coasts
[4,19,65]. Patterns are also highly variable within a
region (Box 2). For example, temperature and population
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density are increasing, although at different rates for two
sites in Colorado. Precipitation is not changing at either
site (not shown), and nitrogen deposition is either increasing or not changing. These results can be used to
guide decisions about air pollution mitigation for the
increase in nitrogen in the mountains [75], and about
global warming given the increase in temperature at
both sites [2].
To answer our second question about explanations for
this variability requires additional information in the
fourth step. Specifically, information is needed about atmospheric sources of nitrogen and circulation patterns that
affect nitrogen deposition (Box 2). Our third question about
future consequences to ecological systems requires information, such as biotic sensitivity to nitrogen, and a synthesis of understanding about processes driving past
patterns, how the drivers and ecosystems are changing,
and how the past and present dynamics of ecosystems are
likely to influence their future [79,80].
Prospects
Scientists have a responsibility to make their data accessible to others, where accessibility goes beyond making
complex source data and metadata available on-line. The
need for an understanding of scientific data by the public
and decision-makers is critical if solutions to environmental problems are to find general acceptance [6,12,13]. A
synthesis framework to integrate large volumes of complex
data, often collected over long time periods, into coherent,
easy-to-understand formats with other sources of knowledge shows great promise to link scientists with the rest of
the world and to meet the challenges required by environmental problems. The framework allows general users to
understand how drivers and responses are changing, and
to critically examine the consequences of these changes
and their personal actions to future dynamics of ecological
systems.
Ecological knowledge obtained from traditional strategies (long-term studies; short-term process-based studies;
and broad-scale observations) as well as non-traditional
sources, such as citizen science initiatives and crowdsourcing, is invaluable to improved understanding and prediction through synthesis. These knowledge sources need to
be integrated in novel, coherent ways to promote synthesis
[10], and to strategically determine additional data needs
[19]. More scientists need to be trained in quantitative
synthesis, visualization and other software tools; assessments are limited more by there being few scientists
trained in synthesis and communication than by deep
knowledge of system dynamics [8,11]. The recent emergence of observation networks to capture variability across
regions, continents, and oceans is important [16,61–64],
but linking these networks with established sites and
research programs for long-term context and deep understanding [42–49] is critical to optimizing resources with
research needs.
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